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2018-2019 has been a period of retrospection, 
with the commemorations of the end of World 
War I, the signing of Treaty of Versailles, and 
the fall of the Berlin Wall. This issue of the 
Austrian Studies Newsmagazine follows in 
the footsteps of the previous two issues (fall 
2018 and spring 2019) in reflecting on these 
milestones, with an article by James Krapfl 
comparing the centennial commemorations of 
the revolutions of 1918 in the Czech and Slovak 
Republics, Poland, Austria, and Hungary. 

2019 was also a year of reflection for the 
Center for Austrian Studies, marking the 30th 

anniversary of the ASN. The newsmagazine 
was launched in summer 1989 and intended 
as “a vehicle for communication” for CAS and 
“scholars and artists in the humanities, the 
social sciences, the natural sciences, and the 
fine arts whose work relates to Austria.” Edited 
by Daniel Pinkerton until 2017, by the early 
1990s, the ASN had expanded to 20 pages, 
and was published three times annually. Most 
of the ASN’s current features were conceived 

in the early 2000s, a time when the publication 
became biannual and expanded to its current 32 
pages.

As you will note, this issue is slightly larger, at 
36 pages. It is composed of interviews (with 
Barbara Stollberg-Rilinger, who gave the 
2019 Kann Memorial Lecture; Philipp Ther; 
Madison Holtze, the most recent recipient of 

the Voices of Vienna award; and the participants 
in an October 2019 panel on architecture 
and city building in Central Europe held at 
the University of Minnesota), book reviews, 
reports from the Salzburg Festival, the Wirth 
Institute in Edmonton, and Center Austria in 
New Orleans, and other news. The issue also 
features the inaugural Junior Scholars’ Column: 
a fascinating piece on maidservants in Vienna 
written by Ambika Natarajan, a recent PhD 
graduate from Oregon State University. Finally, 
the Guest Column is authored by Brigitte Le 
Normand, who introduces us to her digital and 
collaborative public history project “Rijeka in 
Flux: Borders and Urban Change after World 
War II.” 

In this issue, we are also requesting your 
participation. In looking back at the 
newsmagazine’s history and its links to CAS’ 
mission, we started to consider whether or 
not the ASN should become an online-only 
publication. Several factors (among them cost) 
support this type of change, while several others 

LETTER from the EDITOR
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support maintaining a print publication. The 
ASN’s current format distinguishes CAS from 
other research centers (most of which do not 
have print publications); it also helps CAS build 
a relationship with our on- and off-campus 
community. Indeed, the newsmagazine counts 
over 2,500 subscribers (including over 700 
abroad, most them in Austria). In light of this 
challenging situation, we would like to request 

As Igor Tchoukarine highlighted in his letter, 
2018-19 was a period of commemorations, 
as we remembered events such as the end of 
World War I and the fall of the Berlin Wall. 
As a scholar of an earlier period, I would like 
to point to another anniversary, the death of 
one of the most flamboyant and celebrated 
Habsburg emperors, Maximilian I (1459-
1519). The 500th anniversary of Maximilian’s 
death was marked with some note on both 
sides of the Atlantic. The Austrian National 
Library staged a marvelous exhibit in its 
famous baroque Prunksaal. 

Closer to home, the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art organized a superb show, The Last Knight, 
which highlighted in particular Maximilian’s 
stunning collection of Renaissance armor, 
and just a couple of years ago, we collaborated 
with the University Libraries in Minnesota to 
put on an exhibit and conference investigating 
the literary world of Maximilian. How, then, 
has this Habsburg emperor, middling at 
best, commanded so much attention over 
so many years? He suffered a number of 
embarrassing military setbacks, and by the 
time of his death, he was almost penniless. 
Even the innkeepers of Innsbruck shut 
the gates of the city on him and refused to 
extend him credit. Maximilian’s great secret 
was that image is often more important than 
reality. Throughout his lifetime he worked 

assiduously to cultivate his afterlife through 
the work of artists and scholars, to ensure that 
he would be remembered despite the meager 
achievements of his reign. 

Maximilian’s story may have a larger lesson 
for us concerning the continued interest in 
the lives of the Habsburgs and the broader 
world of Central Europe. This is a region 
whose present relies so much on its past, on 
the legends and memories of its rulers and the 
popular images of its culture. This edition of 
the ASN, and CAS activity more generally in 
the past year, has focused on many of these 
legends and images commonly connected 
to the region and its history. We hear from 
our 2019 Kann lecturer, Barbara Stollberg-
Rilinger, who helps deconstruct another 

great Habsburg myth. She examines Maria 
Theresa and how the clever empress crafted 
an image as an open and loving mother of 
her people despite her aloofness and general 
inaccessibility to the public. We also hear 
from our junior scholar, historian of science 
Ambika Natarajan, who interrogates yet 
another popular image of Central Europe. 
Natarajan shines a light on the dark underbelly 
of fin-de-siècle Vienna, far removed from the 
wealth and privilege of the city’s elites. She 
discusses the vulnerable servant class that 
worked and often suffered behind the city’s 
glittering façade. 

We would encourage those of you close to the 
University of Minnesota to come to campus 
this spring and tour an exhibit designed by 
one of our graduate students, Dylan Mohr. 
Using the Kautz Family YMCA archive 
at the University of Minnesota, Mohr and 
his collaborators offer a fascinating view of 
Siberian POW camps in World War I that 
interned primarily Hungarian and Austrian 
soldiers. In our own age, when image still 
seems more important than reality, when 
boasts carry greater weight than facts, we 
are pleased with the sober and thoughtful 
environment we have cultivated at CAS, 
where scholars can carefully consider the past, 
evaluate evidence, and distinguish the real 
from the imagined.

your feedback about the ASN in a short survey, 
available at the following URL: https://z.umn.
edu/survey_center_for_austrian_studies. The 
survey should take about 3 minutes to complete 
and will be available until April 15, 2020. 

Many of you have already been notified about 
the survey via email. However, I have noticed 
that we have outdated email addresses, or none 

LETTER from the DIRECTOR

Center for Austrian Studies 2020 Book Prize
The Center for Austrian Studies is pleased to announce a competition for its 2020 Book Prize. The prize carries an award of $1,500.

To be eligible for the 2020 Prize competition, a book must have been published between January 1, 2018 and December 31, 2019. It must be the work of a 
single author. Authors must be citizens or legal residents of the United States or Canada. Eligible works may be from any discipline in the humanities, social 
sciences, or the arts examining the history, society, and/or culture of the Habsburg Empire or its successor states. The language of the work must be English.

Send 4 copies of each book to:
Center for Austrian Studies, University of Minnesota
Attention: CAS Book Prize Committee 
314 Social Sciences Building, 267 19th Avenue S.
Minneapolis, MN 55455.

The deadline for submissions is May 16, 2020.  The winner will be announced at the 2020 German Studies Association conference in Washington, D.C.

at all, for many subscribers. Please be in touch 
with me at itchouka@umn.edu if you think 
your email address may need to be updated.  

Thank you in advance for participating in the 
survey, and I wish you happy reading.
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Friday, September 20. Lecture. Deborah Coen, history, Yale University. "Reimagining the History of Climate Science." 3:35pm, 101 Tate Hall. Presented by 
the Center for Austrian Studies and the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine Program, cosponsored by the Consortium for the Study of the Premodern World.

Tuesday, October 1. Workshop. “Habsburg Urbanisms: Eastern European Architectural History” with architectural historians Kimberly Zarecor and 
Vladimir Kulić from Iowa State University, and Eva Špacková, Technical University of Ostrava. 1:30pm, 435 Blegen Hall. Presented by the Center for 
Austrian Studies.

Monday, October 14. Lecture. “Shame, Sympathy, and the History of Illegitimacy in Vienna, 1880-1930.” Britta McEwen, history, Creighton University. 
4:00pm, 710 Social Sciences. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies.

Thursday, October 24. Lecture. "Incremental Love: Michael Haneke’s Amour (2012)." Eugenie Brinkema, contemporary literature and media, MIT. 3:30pm, 
Crosby Seminar Room, 240 Northrop. Presented by the Institute for Advanced Study, the Moving Image & Media Studies Graduate Group, and the Center for 
German and European Studies, cosponsored by the Center for Austrian Studies.

Friday, November 1. Lecture. “Ottoman Vienna: An Urban History of the 18th-century Habsburg Monarchy.” David Do Paço, history, Sciences Po, Paris. 
12:15pm, 1210 Heller Hall. Presented by the Center for Early Modern History, cosponsored by the Center for Austrian Studies.

Tuesday, November 5. 35th Annual Kann Memorial Lecture. "Maria Theresa and the Love of Her Subjects." Barbara Stollberg-Rilinger, Professor of History 
and Rector of the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin. 4:00pm, 1210 Heller Hall. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies, with the support of individual donors to 
the Robert A. Kann Memorial Lecture fund, cosponsored by the Department of History.

Wednesday, November 20. Lecture. “Negotiating Faith, Religious Consent and Peacemaking in Fifteenth- and Sixteenth-Century Europe.” Christina Traxler, 
history, University of Vienna and UMN Fulbright Visiting Scholar (Fall 2019). 12:20pm, 155 Blegen Hall. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies.

Wednesday, December 4. Brown Bag Lecture. “Studying World War I through Emperors, Peasants, and Immigrants.” Kenneth Janda, Emeritus Professor, 
political science, Northwestern University. 11:15am, 120 Blegen Hall. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies.

Tuesday, January 28. Lecture. "What the Miracle Means: Olympic Hockey and the Transformation of Sports in America and Central Europe." Bruce 
Berglund, historian, Gustavus Adolphus. 4:00pm, 1210 Heller Hall. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies, cosponsored by the Department of History.

Friday, February 21. Campus workshop. "Black Labor and Aid: Viennese Naturalists’ Reliance on Enslaved and Free Black Populations in Colonial Settings." 
Heather Morrison, history, State University of New York at New Paltz.  2:00pm, 710 Social Sciences. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies in 
conjunction with the Atlantic Workshop Seminar.

Tuesday, February 25. Lecture. "From Paris to Budapest (and back): French-Hungarian Cultural Transfers from the Nineteenth Century to the Interwar 
Period." Alexander Vari, history, Marywood University. 5:00pm, 28 Folwell Hall. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies in conjunction with FREN 5350: 
Social Space and Everyday Life, cosponsored by the Department of French and Italian.

Wednesday, March 18. Gallery talk. “Elizabeth Scheu Close: A Life in Modern Architecture” exhibit organized by the Goldstein Museum of Design. Remarks 
by author Jane King Hession, historian and emeritus professor Gary Cohen, and Roy Close, son of Lisl and Win Close. 4:00pm, 225 Rapson Hall. Presented 
by the Center for Austrian Studies and the Goldstein Museum of Design, cosponsored by the Department of History.

Friday, April 10. Lecture. "Perspectives for a Global Intellectual History." Martin Mulsow, German, University of Erfurt.  12:00pm, 1210 Heller Hall. 
Presented by the Center for Early Modern History, cosponsored by the Center for Austrian Studies.

Monday, April 13. Lecture. "The Marginal Revolutionaries: How Austrian Economists Fought the War of Ideas.” Professor Janek Wasserman, history, 
University of Alabama. 6:00pm reception, 6:20pm lecture, 1210 Heller Hall. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies in conjunction with HIST 3419: 
History of Capitalism, cosponsored by the Department of History.

Thursday, April 23. Lecture. "Dissemination and the Uses of the Jewish Past: The Role of The Present in the Production of History." Magda Teter, history, 
Fordham University. 12:15pm, 135 Nicholson Hall. Presented by the Center for Jewish Studies, cosponsored by the Center for Austrian Studies.

Friday-Sunday, May 1-3. Conference. "The YMCA and Relief for War Victims during WWI." 120 Andersen Library. Organized by PhD graduate student 
Dylan Mohr (cultural studies and comparative literature) together with Lena Radauer (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg), in conjunction with the 
exhibition running March 23 - June 12 at Andersen Library, cosponsored by the Center for Austrian Studies and others.

Thursday, May 7. Lecture. "Alchemy, knowledge, and the digital humanities: Reimagining a seventeenth-century alchemical masterpiece." Tara Nummedal, 
history, Brown University. 3:30pm, 25 Hubert H. Humphrey School. Presented by the Center for Austrian Studies, Center for German and European Studies, 
Center for Early Modern History, and Center for Medieval Studies, cosponsored by the Department of German, Nordic, Slavic, and Dutch.
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NEWS from the CENTER

On November 5, 2019, Professor Barbara Stollberg-
Rilinger (above with Howard Louthan) gave the 35th 
Annual Kann Memorial Lecture, “Maria Theresa and the 
Love of Her Subjects,” printed in the Austrian History 
Yearbook (volume 51, 2020). Before the lecture, the ASN 
(in collaboration with Ambika Natarajan, see the Junior 
Scholar's Column on page 14) conducted the following 
interview with Professor Stollberg-Rilinger.

Tchoukarine: Could you please tell us about your educational background 
and what led you to become a scholar of early modern Europe?
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: It was mostly by chance, I would say. In school, I didn’t 
like history at all; I found it boring. I studied, first of all, art history and 
German literature. One day, a friend of mine told me: “Why don’t you 
come with me to a history seminar?” I was enthusiastic about this seminar I 
visited by chance, so this is why I ended up as an historian of early modern 
Europe. I had never planned that.

Tchoukarine: And yet you became a very prominent professor of early 
modern European history! Thinking about our readers who won’t be able 
to attend the Kann lecture this afternoon, I’d like to hear more about your 
recent biography of Maria Theresa. In this award-winning work, you call 
into question a series of enduring myths, which alternately portray Maria 
Theresa as progressive or as the mother of her nation. How were these 
myths constructed, and how can we explain their resilience among the 
general public and scholars?
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: The myth came up in the middle of the 19th century 
because the Habsburg Empire was losing its former greatness, and it was a 
form of consolation to think of Maria Theresa’s time. 

Historians such as Alfred von Arneth, like many other historians in the 19th 
and 20th centuries, depicted her as a kind of bourgeois mother, woman, and 
wife who cared for her subjects as she cared for her children, which I think 
is an anachronism. 

Court life of the 18th century was completely different from bourgeois 
family life in the 19th century. This is only one of the features of her myth; 
another one was that she was depicted as the creator of the modern Austrian 
state, which is not completely untrue, but a very selective way to put it. Her 
reforms were depicted as much more successful than they were in reality. 
These are just two elements of the myth, but you could add many others, 
as she was also described as anti-ceremonial, anti-courtly, anti-aristocratic, 
and so on, which she wasn’t. That was the bourgeois way to put it in the 
19th century.
 
Tchoukarine: There is a growing interest in looking at the Habsburg 
monarchy from the perspective of the common people. Your work humanizes 
Maria Theresa and reveals her complex character, and, in your work, there 
are elements of the bottom-up approach—for example, her interactions 
with her children and her use of rhetoric that familiarized herself to the 
people. Was this something you were thinking of while writing this book? 
How do you situate your work within the broader historiography?
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: I owe a lot to the so-called microhistory of the 
1980s onward and also to the history of symbolic communication. At the 
University of Muenster, we had a huge collaborative research group on 
symbolic communication in the premodern period. In the first place, I was 
interested in the rituals of sovereignty around Maria Theresa. For example, 
she was crowned as King of Hungary (not Queen, but King), which is 
very significant. My approach was—and this is very common today, it’s 
not very original but it’s different from the 19th century approach—to 
take different perspectives in the sources, as many as possible, and arrange 
them to get a more multifaceted picture of the respective historical figure. 
Popular biographers suggest that they can look into the head or the heart 
of heroines or heroes, but that opens the door to all kinds of anachronisms. 
As historians, we should not take an introspective approach, because we 
can’t, and we should not suggest that we could. It is much more interesting 
to me to compose a picture with many different facets, as opposed to the 
traditional style of narrating a person’s life in a very linear, very coherent 
way. I would say that reality is never coherent, it always consists of many 
different perspectives. I think this is how you should write a biography 
today; you can’t take the role of an omniscient author any more. I think 
this is what I owe to the deep changes of historiography since the 1980s, 
the so-called cultural and performative turns, microhistory; all of this has 
changed historiography completely. A biography today has to be different 
than the ones in Alfred von Arneth’s time.
 
Natarajan: Could you talk more about the influence of that ritual aspect in 
the biography? Your last work was about rituals, so can you talk a little bit 
more about that influence?
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: The Holy Roman Empire of the German nation 
(which has to be distinguished from the Habsburg lands) was a centuries- 
old political entity and deeply shaped by age-old rituals. The same is true 
for the Roman Catholic Church, of course. Empire and church, these two 
deeply traditional, very ancient entities, cannot be understood without 
describing the rituals that are responsible for their enduring stability. They 
were not completely unchangeable, of course—they changed over time—
but they gave the impression that they would remain unchanged and last 
forever. With the Catholic Church this is still the case, as you know. If you 
want to understand Maria Theresa’s incredible self-confidence you have 
to understand the rituals that located her in the center of the world. She 
was the heiress of an immensely rich and powerful dynasty that had been 

continued on page 6
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entrusted with the crown of the Holy Roman Empire for centuries. She 
was convinced that she had a godly mandate and this is what the age-old 
rituals expressed. You can’t understand her without taking these rituals very 
seriously.
 
Tchoukarine: I’m curious to know about the challenges behind this project, 
in terms of writing it and gathering sources and materials. Could you please 
tell us about it?
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: Of course many of the sources related to Maria Theresa 
were published already in the 19th century (by her biographer Alfred van 
Arneth, by the way), among them most of her private letters. My favorite 
source is the diary of the Lord Chamberlain, an eight-volume diary on all 
aspects of court society. Beside these sources that were already published in 
the 19th century there is an abundance of material in the archives, especially 
in the Haus- Hof- und Staatsarchiv  (Domestic, Court and State Archives) 
in Vienna, which I visited. You cannot look over all these materials, this 
is absolutely impossible, you could write libraries of books only about the 
empress. 

I had to choose certain points where I tried to get a little bit deeper into 
the primary sources. Of course there is a lot of new research on the time 
of her rule, for example on the peasants, or the persecution of Jews and 
Protestants in the Austrian lands. I couldn’t do my own research on all of 
these elements and I relied, in many cases, on the work of my Austrian 
colleagues.
 
Tchoukarine: How are Maria Theresa and her legacy perceived in Austria 
today? Is it much different from the broader European perspective?
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: A difficult question. I have the impression that most 
of my Austrian colleagues are much in line with me. There is a broad 
consensus about the idea that the myth needs to be challenged. But I would 
say that the Austrian public has a special relationship to Maria Theresa. If 
you look, for example, at popular films and TV series about Maria Theresa 
that were produced on the occasion of her 300th birthday in 2017, the 
myth still exists. Several mistakes and anachronisms are still present. So, 
the divide is not between Austria and Germany but between the popular 
picture and historians’ take on her. 
 
Tchoukarine: What can the study of Maria Theresa and her life in the 
18th century teach us today? The past is always very relevant to the way 
we approach today’s problems and historiography; what can we learn from 
this case?

 Stollberg-Rilinger: In general, I would say that we can never learn directly 

from history; the past doesn’t provide us with prescriptions. We can only 
draw certain analogies and get a more distanced view on our own present. 

To give you two examples: if you look at how Maria Theresa treated her 
subjects and how she was perceived by them, it seems that they were 
desperate to venerate and adore her. This is something we see today; think 
of the new authoritarian leaders. I wouldn’t compare them to Maria Theresa 
in a direct way, because the circumstances were completely different. 
But there is a certain parallel that seems revealing to me. Another point 
is Maria Theresa’s very famous series of reforms, which started after the 
war of Austrian succession in 1745. It is interesting to see that, contrary to 
what 19th century historians said about it, these reforms always made things 
more complicated, more expensive, generated an ever-growing bureaucracy, 
but did not result in efficient administration of the central government. 

That reveals the myth of state-building in general. We imagine, maybe 
more in Europe than in the US, the ideal state as a well-composed machine. 
This was already a crucial political metaphor in the 18th century. One 
used to imagine the state as working like a piece of clockwork that can 
be constructed in an entirely rational way. This very influential metaphor 
was as misleading then as it still is today. In my opinion, these examples 
may show that historical analogies can shed a different light on present 
phenomena.
 
Tchoukarine: And, as a final question, what are your current and future 
projects?
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: Although I finished the book three years ago, I still 
have had no time to really start with a new book project. I became the rector 
of the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin/Institute for Advanced Study a year ago 
and it took a lot of time to settle into it. 

I only have a vague idea of what I want to do in the future. Again, I would 
like to demystify a historical figure of the 18th century, now in Prussia, not 
in Austria—not Frederick the Great, but his father Frederick William I. 
He was in many respects the opposite of Maria Theresa because he was 
brutal, rude, and maybe even insane, a horror to his contemporaries. It is 
significant that, in spite of all that, he was retrospectively depicted as a hero 
of Prussian-German history, the “educator of the German nation.” The case 
is fascinating. You can study the phenomenon of how people deal with a 
ruler who violates all norms and all rules and all manners–something that 
isn’t completely unknown to us.
 
Tchoukarine: We look forward to reading your new book!
 
Stollberg-Rilinger: (Laughs) It will take a few years! v

The Center for Austrian Studies is able to offer a limited number of Summer 2020 Research Grants of $4,000 to currently enrolled University of 
Minnesota graduate students. The grants are intended to provide financial support in order to further student progress toward degree completion. 
Applications are welcome from all disciplines with a connection to Austrian/Central European Studies. Deadline: March 15, 2020.

Eligibility
 1. Applicants should be fully matriculated UMN advanced graduate students (pre or post prelims) who specialize in or intend to explore specialization 
in Austrian/Central European Studies. Applications from all disciplines are welcome.
 2. Applicants who have an Incomplete on their record at the time of application are not eligible.
 3. Students supported under the Graduate Research Partnership Program for summer 2019 are not eligible.

For more details, or to support funding initiatives like this, visit the CAS website, https://cla.umn.edu/austrian

CAS offers summer research grants in Austrian/Central 
European Studies for UMN graduate students
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On April 9, 2019, Professor Philipp Ther delivered the 
talk “The History of Refugees in an Enlarged Europe” at 
the University of Minnesota. Ther’s talk was based on 
his most recent book, The Outsiders: Refugees in Europe 
since 1492 (Princeton University Press, 2019), translated 
from German to English by Jeremiah Riemer. In June 2019, 
Professor Ther was awarded the prestigious Wittgenstein 
Prize, supporting his work at the Research Center for the 
History of Transformations (RECET) at the University of 
Vienna. The ASN conducted the following interview with 
Professor Ther before his talk.

The History of Refugees in an Enlarged Europe

ASN: You are about to give a talk, but many of the ASN’s subscribers won’t 
be able to attend. Could you please briefly discuss your main points and 
arguments for our readers?

Ther: First of all, I would like to thank the Center for Austrian Studies 
for this invitation, I am very grateful for this invitation to the University 
of Minnesota. Now, concerning my talk, I will present the structure of a 
forthcoming book, which will have a slightly different title: The Outsiders: 
Refugees in Europe since 1492. In order to write a good synthesis, I have 
taken up a longue durée approach that includes Early Modern history 
and not just recent history like in my previous book [Europe since 1989: 
A History]. This approach is needed as the first mass flight in European 
history occurred in the late 15th century with the expulsion of Sephardi 
Jews and Spanish Muslims from the Iberian peninsula. Early Modern 
history is also important because of the terminology. The terms “refuge” 
and “refugee” were both coined in the times of the Huguenots and had a 
normative underpinning. This is why we still use them in an affirmative 
way. And that’s why some well-known politicians do not like using these 

terms and rather speak of “illegal migrants.” These days refugees are a very 
political topic as well.

In my talk, I will introduce the structure of my book which touches upon 
four major areas. First, the book examines religious refugees, and second, 
refugees in the era of radical nationalism and ethnic cleansing. Third, it 
looks, in a more narrow sense, at political refugees. These categories of 
refugees are Weberian ideal types with a lot of overlap, connections, and 
correlations, and they all have their distinct timelines. I use these distinctions 
because when I deal with the admission and integration of refugees in 
the receiving countries, religious, national, and political distinctions and 
commonalities were very important for taking refugees in and for offering 
them a perspective on how to integrate. I will then talk about the formation 
of solidarities, and last but not least, the major shift from more utilitarian 
to more humanitarian arguments for admission—which have been very 
dominant since the late 1970s. 

In this book, I also want to refocus on the refugees themselves, who 
often get overlooked in the literature on mass flight. It’s not just a mass 
movement, but an individual experience. To this end, I will introduce several 
biographical case studies. We can learn a lot from individual experiences. 
The inclusion of case studies makes my approach somewhat specific: I’m 
trying to combine a macro approach and a more biographical one. That’s 
the book in a nutshell. [The book was published in November 2019 by 
Princeton University Press, see details on page 8]. 

ASN: In your book Europe since 1989: A History you mention the 
importance of analyzing socio-economic changes in Europe from east to 
west rather than west to east, and adopting a “bottom-up” perspective (in 
contrast to studies that focus on reform policies). Could you elaborate on 
your approach and discuss what it brings to our understanding of recent 
European history?

Ther: With the term “bottom up,” I meant, above all, the everyday lives 
and the experience of the post-communist transformation on both the 
collective and individual levels. This approach has been, of course, used 
by ethnologists and anthropologists before. I think that juxtaposing these 
experiences with the official success stories of transition that focus much 
more on the reforms from above is an important task of contemporary 
historians (e.g. Andrei Shleifer and Daniel Treishman, “Normal Countries: 
The East 25 Years After Communism,” published in Foreign Affairs in 
2014).

The second issue you mentioned in your question, from East to West, is 
different and not so easy to connect with the bottom-up experience or with 
social history. For a very long time, reforms have been conceived as the 
West influencing the East or, in the eyes of some, imposing neoliberalism 
through shock therapy. Yet in Czechoslovakia and in the Czech Republic 
the neoliberal reforms were very much designed by Vacláv Klaus, and in 
Poland by Leszek Bacerowicz. These indigenous actors and movements 
show that neo-liberal reforms were not imposed on these countries. But 
even in later transition studies, which study the third and fourth dimension 
of transformation, the focus has always been the impact of Western financial 
institutions and single actors on former communist countries. 

What I wanted to show is rather the opposite: the reverberations of those 
Eastern European neoliberal reforms on the West. Let’s take the example 
of Germany. I would like to stress that the entirety of Germany is a post-

continued on page 8
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communist or post-socialist country. After 
the reforms in the former GDR had failed, 
all of Germany suffered economically. It was 
even deemed the “Sick Man of Europe” by The 
Economist in 1999. The protracted crisis of the 
late 1990s eventually ushered in a second round 
of neoliberal reforms in the new millennium. 
Now all of Germany was affected. So here you 
can directly see how the experience in the East 
has a feedback effect on the West. Even if you 
think about the US, the course of events had an 
impact on this country. The neoliberal success 
stories seemed to confirm American experts 
like Milton Friedman and the Chicago School 
of Economics. The praise of shock therapy and 
radical reforms reinforced the hegemony of 
neoliberalism in the West. As a result of these 
feedback effects, we—including the US—have 
become more neoliberal.

ASN: I read that you witnessed the Velvet 
Revolution. Can you tell me more about this 
experience? Where were you exactly, and why 
were you there?

Ther: A large part of my family comes from 
what is today the Czech Republic, and 
there always was, so to speak, a Czech side 
of the family. We remained in close contact 
throughout the Cold War and so I was there 
on May 1, 1989. I witnessed the first major 
protest against the communists. On that day a 
counter-demonstration split off from the official 
communist May parade. Suddenly a group of 
people broke away from the official groupings 
and chanted different slogans, but before the 
police could get them, they had merged back into 
the main demonstration. In the evening, there 
was a larger protest that included riots, which 
were violently suppressed. I could understand 
only a few of the slogans and I decided to 
come back again in the fall and thought about 
learning Czech. I went back in the beginning of 
November, and this was the last weeks during 
which the communists tried to keep up their 
hardline regime. There even would’ve been a 
possibility of a so-called Chinese Solution (this 
was actively discussed by the party leadership 
as I then learned from archival documents). I 
was not in Prague on November 17, but I came 
back at the end of November and witnessed the 
large protests on Letná [a park overlooking the 
Vltava River in Prague]. A couple of weeks later 
communism was gone. 

ASN: And you knew for a fact that you were 
living through a historical, watershed moment?

Ther: Oh, I would not have called it historical, 
because that was what the politicians called it. I 
was a young man, a student, and what I knew was 
that the old times were gone and that something 

completely new would follow. In the beginning 
of November, the militia was still patrolling the 
streets and there were a lot of secret service guys. 
They were basically dominating the streets and 
people were afraid of them. And then, within 
a couple of weeks, it had completely turned 
around and the very same policemen were spit 
upon. They were not beaten up, but they were 
spit at, and there was a complete turnover in the 
hierarchies and the crowds on the streets. So it 
was clear the old regime was gone for good. 

There was a personal moment in all of this. 
In 1947 my great uncle was jailed because he 
was a bourgeois, a liberal and an activist of the 
YMCA, but he had buried a flask of slivovice 
[plum brandy] in his garden prior to his arrest. 
After the Velvet Revolution, he dug it out and 
that was the slivovice to celebrate freedom. 
Because the flask was made out of burnt clay 
and because it was buried for so long, the water 
had dissipated and the taste of the prunes was 
striking. It was extremely strong and tasty. So 
that was my personal taste of freedom. These 
were good times, for myself, Europe, and for a 
while, Czechoslovakia as well.

ASN: In what ways did this experience inform 
your research in the 1990s? Why are 1989 and 
the few years after the fall of the Berlin Wall 
so crucial to the development of contemporary 
societies? 

Ther: In 1992 I decided to move to and work 
in Czechoslovakia, and this was, of course, only 
possible because of 1989. Some returned exiles 

Interview with Ther from page 7 re-established a German language newspaper 
and I worked for this weekly. Then I decided to 
improve my Czech and became more interested 
in history. While I had studied it before, I 
became much more interested in history because 
of the changes of 1989, not because this era 
was labeled as historical but because it was 
important to know about the historical roots of 
the revolution in order to understand what was 
happening afterwards. But I did not deal with 
the history of 1989 for a very long time because 
it was not history yet. In 1999, I wrote a small 
article asking why 1989 is not commemorated 
anymore and why we, the 89ers did not celebrate 
it. In 2008-09 I organized a conference on the 
20th anniversary and out of that I developed my 
book, but it took me a long time to perceive 1989 
as historical. 

ASN: In the 1990s, people had much to say 
about the dictatorship and the 40 years of 
communism, but they partially overlooked the 
importance of 1989 as a turning point and its 
immediate aftermath. 

Ther: That’s true, but it was kind of a way of 
deflecting from current problems to talk about 
state socialism, and of course to portray it only 
in dark corners and to blame it for almost all 
current troubles. This was very typical of the 
1990s in the Czech Republic, East Germany, 
and Poland. One could have talked more about 
1989 already at that point, and how to keep up 
the ideals of 1989, which, unfortunately, got lost 
in the 1990s. 

ASN: The rise of populism, and the ways in 
which politicians use immigration to feed a 
narrative of fear, are now common currency on 
both sides of the Atlantic and beyond. These 
trends clearly indicate a global trend, yet national 
debates in every country are informed by local 
social and political traditions. In what ways are 
these debates treated differently in the US and 
Europe? 

Ther: First of all, I’d like to stress that a seemingly 
similar result, the rise of populism everywhere, 
can have very different causes. However, that 
being said, I think it is not a coincidence that 
precisely those countries that were frontrunners 
of neoliberal policies (the UK and the US in the 
West; Poland with its shock therapy in Central 
Europe) have elected right-wing populist 
governments and presidents. Then, of course, in 
each case, there are many differences how right-
wing populism took shape and came to power. 
Nevertheless, there are some commonalities like 
the renaissance of ethnic nationalism, which 
is, first of all, directed against all “outsiders.” 
The right-wing populists have made a whole 
bunch of protectionist promises, first about 
international trade and competition, second 

Philipp Ther. The Outsiders: Refugees in Europe 
Since 1492. Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2019. 304 pp., illus., maps. Cloth, 
ISBN:  978-0-69117-952-0, $29.95.
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Kann Memorial Lecture 
Maria Theresa and the Love of Her Subjects
 By Barbara Stollberg-Rilinger   

Forum: The Habsburg-Ottoman Borderlands: New Insights 
for the Study of the Nineteenth-Century European Legal 
and Social Order

Introduction 
 By Emily Greble      
   
Frontier Anxieties: Toward a Social History of Muslim-Christian 
Relations on the Ottoman-Habsburg Border
 By Edin Hajdarpasic 

The Strange, Sad Case of the “Bosnian Christian Girl”: Slavery, 
Conversion, and Jurisdiction on the Habsburg-Ottoman Border
 By Alison Frank Johnson     
    
The High Stakes of Small Numbers: Flight, Diplomacy, and Refugee 
Return on the Habsburg-Ottoman Border 1873–74 
 By Jared Manasek   
 
Europe on the Sava: Austrian Encounters with “Turks” in Bosnia 
 By Maureen Healy
    
Articles 
   
Toward the Golden Bull and against the Pope: The Role of Custom 
and Honor in King Ludwig IV's Nuremberg and Frankfurt Appellations 
(1323–24)
 By Kevin Lucas Lord    

Anglophilia and Sensibility in Late Eighteenth-Century Vienna: Prince 
Charles Antoine de Ligne’s Testament and the Indissolubles
 By Rebecca Gates-Coon 
   
King Rudolf I in Austrian Literature around 1820: Historical Reversion 
and Legitimization of Rule   
 By Karin Schneider

Vagrant Servants as Disease Vectors: Regulation of Migrant 
Maidservants in Fin-de-Siècle Vienna 
 By Ambika Natarajan  

The Battle Over National Schooling in Bohemia and the Czech and 
German National School Associations: A Comparison (1880–1914)
 By Mikuláš Zvánovec

Respectable Citizens: Civic Militias, Local Patriotism, and Social Order 
in Late Habsburg Austria (1890–1920)
 By Claire Morelon
 
Jews, Mobility, and Sex: Popular Entertainment between Budapest, 
Vienna, and New York around 1900
 By Susanne Korbel
 
The Other Legacy of Vienna 1900: The Ars Combinatoria of Friedl 
Dicker-Brandeis
 By Julie M. Johnson

Remembering the Fall of the Habsburg Monarchy One Hundred Years 
on: Three Master Interpretations
 By R. J. W. Evans

Bullfights Redux: Business, Politics, and the Failure of Transnational 
Cultural Transfer in 1920s Budapest
 By Alexander Vari

New from CAS and Cambridge University Press
AUSTRIAN 
HISTORY 
YEARBOOK

Volume LI • 2020
Executive Editor

Howard Louthan, University of Minnesota

Editor
Daniel Unowsky, University of Memphis

Book Review Editors
Britta McEwen, Creighton University

Donald Wallace, United States Naval Academy

Assistant Editor
Timothy McDonald, University of Minnesota

CONTENTS

   It’s easy to order the AHY online from Cambridge Journals! 
   just go to: https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/austrian-history-yearbook# 
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     Habsburg Urbanisms: Architecture 
and City Building in Eastern Europe

On October 1, 2019, the Center for Austrian Studies organized a workshop entitled “Habsburg Urbanisms: Architecture and City Building 
in Eastern Europe,” examining the spatial transformations that emerged from post-Habsburg states’ efforts at industrializing and modernizing 
their built environments. Presenters included architectural historians Vladimir Kulić (Iowa State University), Kimberly Zarecor (Iowa State 
University), and Eva Špačková (VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic); their papers were discussed by members of the University 
of Minnesota community (Anjali Ganapathy [not pictured], Alice Lovejoy, Djordje Popović, and Igor Tchoukarine). The ASN conducted the 
following discussion with Kulić, Špačková, and Zarecor after the workshop.

ASN: We have talked today about urban planning in the past 100 years, and 
often referred to the question of continuity. Is the current urban fabric of Prague 
a product of city planning in the 1970s? 

Zarecor: Yes, absolutely, even city planning in the 1950s. They had this vision of 
how the socialist system was going to create an intricate network of residential 
living and working, leading to a productive society in which the people are 
contributing to the public good, and the public good, the capital, is used to take 
care of all the people. It’s this kind of symbiotic relationship to which workers are 
contributing, and what they get back is a good life. The city was the mechanism 
for this, and Prague had to be transformed because it was really unequal. 
Coming out of the Great Depression, Prague had a lot of problems: it had a 
lack of housing, it had substandard housing, and it had neighborhoods that were 
disconnected from any kind of public transport. Planners wanted to map the city 
into something that Eva talked about, taking something chaotic and making it 
organized. So the planners were looking at this big map and they were drawing 
on it and imagining into the future all the ways they could make it come into 
being. 

ASN: Is the Prague subway infrastructure a good example of this socialist 
scaffold?

Zarecor: Yes! So you plan the subway and you imagine that you have housing 

estates at each stop, and even if the subway doesn’t arrive for forty years, the 
housing estates are actually there and now the network gets activated, and real 
estate value increases by the arrival of the subway. 

ASN: But this is probably not something that most people realize. People talk 
about how socialist architecture didn’t fit; they thought that it was a mistake of 
the past, and all of this suggests an ahistorical vision of socialist architecture. 
Could you expand a little bit more about how socialist architecture is currently 
perceived in the Czech Republic?

Špačková: I think that people typically think that what their parents did was 
wrong, but what their grandparents [in the interwar period] did was right. In 
turn, this vision has influenced the ways in which people assess the value of 
socialist architecture, but also house furniture and many other things. I think 
that we really hated the socialist system and saw it as something that kept 
you captured or trapped in one place with no chance to see what was outside. 
After the fall of communism, people were really interested in everything being 
different. Thirty years have passed since that change, and I believe the younger 
generation now doesn’t think about these buildings as something socialist; they 
think about them as architecture. Many of the buildings, I don’t want to say all 
of them as there were plenty of mistakes, were high quality and they should be 
protected. It is a layer of Czech history that we should aim to preserve. 

continued on page 34
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GUEST COLUMN

Brigitte Le Normand is Associate Professor in the Department of History and director of the Public Humanities Hub at the University of 
British Columbia (Okanagan Campus). She is the author of Designing Tito’s Capital: Urban Planners, Modernism and Socialism (University 
of Pittsburgh Press, 2014), numerous book chapters, and articles in Politics, Religion and Ideology, Southern European Cities and Tokovi 
Istorije. In addition to her project on the relationship between Yugoslavia and its migrant workers in Europe during the Cold War, Professor 
Le Normand is Principal Investigator on the international collaborative project “Rijeka in Flux: Borders and Urban Change after World 
War II,” funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada from 2018. In this guest column, Professor Le 
Normand describes the goals and challenges of this research project as well as the team with which she is working.

I’ve always seen myself as an “archive rat”—someone who is happiest when 
solitarily browsing through dusty documents in a quiet reading room. 
With my latest project, however, I have embarked on a new adventure 
into collaborative, interdisciplinary research with colleagues from the 

University of Ottawa, the University of Rijeka, the University of Konstanz, 
and the University of Naples Federico II. “Rijeka in Flux: Borders and Urban 
Change after World War II” assembles a team of historians to research the 
myriad ways in which the Adriatic city of Rijeka changed following the 
relocation of the Italian-Yugoslav border at the end of the Second World War. 
Rijeka is located in the upper Adriatic, nestled in the Kvarner bay between 
Istria and Dalmatia. The city is best known for its siege by the flamboyant poet 
Gabriele D’Annunzio after the First World War, but its later history has been 
somewhat neglected and is also fascinating. While the city had previously been, 
quite literally, on the margins of Italy, it became an important city in socialist 
Yugoslavia, the country's main port.

With geographer Jon Corbett (UBC Okanagan) and his team, we have also 
explored the potential of different types of maps, both to collect knowledge 
and to catalyze new insights.  Our first collaboration used an online map 
to crowdsource knowledge about the history of the city. This map can be 
explored at https://rijekafiume.geolive.ca/themap. In our current research, 
we are building an augmented-reality mobile phone application (or “app”) that 
allows users to engage with historical research as they walk through the city. In 
essence, the app allows the user to hold their phone up and see “markers” that 

they can open, which contain short descriptions and media pertaining to the 
history of different sites in the city. Digital Humanists Constance Crompton 
and Benedikt Perak are using network graph analysis on the data in both maps 
to bring to light connections between sites, historical actors, and associations 
we may have overlooked. 

Managing such a large, international project is a challenging endeavor, 
particularly for historians, who have traditionally eschewed teamwork. The 
perfect platform for communicating remains elusive—intercontinental travel 
is expensive and unsustainable, and we have discovered that Skype and similar 
platforms break down when you have participants in too many sites. While I 
have spent countless hours sifting through my email for an elusive exchange 
from too long ago, email remains our medium of choice, in spite of trying 
alternatives like Slack. Large, international projects also mean complicated 
budgets and financial transactions. If this is the future of the humanities—or 
at the very least, one possible approach—graduate schools should start offering 
training in project management.

In spite of all the headaches, the development of the mobile phone app—still 
a work in progress but soon to be complete—has been a very rewarding 
experience. It has given me the opportunity to think critically about how we 
want our audience to engage with information. As historians, we are used 
to doing that in one way: through scholarly writing, which remains, in spite 

continued on page 35
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Madison Holtze, recipient of  the 2019 
Voices of  Vienna Scholarship

ASN: You are currently a student in the Master of Music program in 
vocal performance at the University of Minnesota. You already have an 
extensive and versatile performance background, with, for instance, a role 
in the “Albert Herring” comic opera at the University of Minnesota Opera 
Theatre, but also in operas such as La serva padrona and Così fan tutte (Mill 
City Summer Opera), and many other feature concert appearances. Can you 
tell me about the path that led you to this very impressive portfolio? Where 
does your love for music and singing come from and how long have you been 
working to be where you are?

Holtze: It sounds kind of cliché, but it does start from birth. My dad is a 
musician. My mom was a pianist and her father, my grandfather, still sings 
with a big band. Music is definitely in my background. I started wanting to 
play the violin when I was two years old, and when I was seven, my school 
had a strings program so I started playing violin. I also sang in children's 
choirs all throughout that time. I really thought for a while that violin might 
be where my career was headed, but then I was balancing violin and voice as 
my two main instruments. 

At sixteen, I got really burnt out on violin. I didn’t have the love for it 
anymore. In a competition, the Schubert Club competition for violin, a 
commentary about my performance was “She seems tired.” It was not a 

good experience. My heart was with singing, so I decided to pursue voice. 
At Rosemount High School, I did fourteen musicals and plays, and was 
encouraged to consider opera. Fast-forwarding to auditioning for schools, 
I got into the University of Minnesota, and I had lessons with my current 
teacher before I auditioned with her and we just clicked. She was the main 
reason I came to the University of Minnesota. That same competition where 
I did poorly in violin, I ended up winning with voice four or five years later. 
This means a lot to me.

ASN: You were the 2019 recipient of the Voices of Vienna scholarship 
(awarded in 2018 from the University of Minnesota School of Music), 
which gave you the opportunity to spend three weeks this summer in 
Salzburg, Austria, studying in a master class at the International Akademie 
Mozarteum. Can you briefly describe what the Mozarteum is, and tell us 
what it was like to study there?

Holtze: The academy was established in the 19th century by Mozart’s 
wife. The academy offers a summer program where people come from 
all over the world. There are three sessions per summer, each two weeks 
long. I attended the last session. Every day I had master classes and voice 
lessons with professor Dr. John Thomasson from three to five hours a day. 
I also took German while I was there. Part of the University of Minnesota’s 

Photo: Matthew Weber
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undergraduate curriculum is taking a semester of German, French, and 
Italian. I had already taken a semester of German, but it was great to get 
better at it and learn it in a German-speaking country. Conversational 
German is different from a lot of singing in German. I could sing to you 
about love or the presentations of the rose, but for talking about everyday 
life, like the weather, and stuff like that, I feel like a deer in the headlights. 

ASN: What kind of soprano are you?

Holtze: I am what they call a coloratura soprano. I am a lyric coloratura. 
This is one of my favorite things to talk about. There are so many different 
voice types. My voice type matures the earliest, but it won’t be mature until 
I am about thirty-two to thirty-five years old. My voice won’t mature for a 
while yet. My voice type is the lightest, highest, and with the most agility. I 
am the happiest if I am above the staff, singing thirty notes in a row, super 
fast. The opposite would be a dramatic soprano who can sing with an over 
two-hundred piece orchestra. I will never do that; that is not how my voice 
is. Dramatic sopranos’ voices do not have the same agility—it is more about 
power and singing over. It has to do with biology, the strength of the vocal 
cords, the flexibility of the vocal cords. Long story short, I am a developing 
lyric coloratura soprano. 

ASN: Working as a singer is very demanding as it requires not only voice 
lessons and music training, but also requires good habits to keep a healthy 
voice. What does a typical working week look like, and what do you find 
most challenging?

Holtze: It is a lot of rehearsing, performing, and practicing. Rehearsing is 
usually with other people: choir, opera, small ensembles. Practicing is your 
own practice time in a practice room. And there is performing, obviously. 
It is very different as a singer than as an instrumentalist—I can speak for 
being both. With violin, you could sit in a practice room for hours and hours 
with little breaks. Your back and fingers may hurt, but if you are practicing 
correctly, you aren’t going to do any damage. To some extent that is true with 
voice, but the voice is such a fragile instrument. You can’t spend six hours 
constantly singing. That is not a healthy way to practice. Our rehearsals 
might be that long, but it is not like they are having us sing for four hours 
straight; there are breaks. It is better to practice in small chunks, to take 
breaks, working on memorizing and on language. 

Opera technique is important; it keeps the voice from tiring out quickly. 
With opera, your practice makes you focus on vocal technique. Everything 
in your body is lined up, you are just letting your voice do what it is made 
to do. That can be less hard on your voice. Sometimes when I am singing 
into a microphone [for contemporary music], I can get lazy, because I am 
not having to project over things. I don’t have to think about it because my 
microphone is doing all the projection for me. You can get lazy, pushing your 
voice, bringing your chest voice up—that can be exhausting. Contemporary 
music can be tiring because you are trying to limit your vibrato, you are 
trying to straight-tone things, you are trying to condense the voice. In a lot 

of ways, I get more tired after I sing a contemporary worship set for church 
than I would after singing an entire opera. It is really different.

In classes, opera singers do not want you to come if you are sick. Every other 
singer in the building is like, “I can’t get sick with what you have—please stay 
home,” and professors say the same thing. I have Skyped into class before 
because I don’t want people to get sick. Things like that you do not think 
about until you are a singer, and then you are washing your hands all the 
time. Everyone asks, “Are you taking zinc? Are you taking vitamin C? Do you 
need more tea?” I’ve got my humidifier running, my hand sanitizer, essential 
oils; I am trying to stay healthy like nobody’s business. 

ASN: Do you have favorite operas or one in which you would love to 
perform?

Holtze: There are two dream operas where my voice type is headed. One 
is Rigoletto by Giuseppe Verdi, which is a tragedy. That one has a character 
called Gilda, and it is a very famous part for my voice type. The other one is 
Ariadne auf Naxos by Richard Strauss, which has a very famous coloratura 
soprano. Strauss also wrote Der Rosenkavalier, which I have sung. Strauss 
was an amazing composer for women’s voices. He wrote for my voice type, 
for the dramatic, and for the in-between. For some reason, I don’t know why, 
he understood the female voice and he wrote great things for it. 

ASN: What are your projects for 2020? Where will we be able to see you 
perform?

Holtze: Right now, I am very much in a transitional period. I am auditioning 
for young artist programs. They are basically like apprentice programs 
or like residency programs with opera companies. I have six auditions 
in eleven days, starting next week and all over the US (Chicago, Florida, 
Minnesota, New York, Fargo, Pittsburgh). It is a lot of that right now, a lot 
of unknown. With vocal maturity, I am on the youngest end possible right 
now. I don’t know what is going to happen. I am trying my best not to ride 
the rollercoaster of rejection, because you get a lot of rejections, particularly 
at my age, competing against 30- to 32-year-olds. There is nothing I can do 
to make my voice more mature beyond getting older. 

Beyond that, I have been invited to sing Cinderella with the Lyric Opera 
of the North outreach program in February, and one of the lead roles this 
summer with Mill City Opera in their production of Der Schauspieldirektor. 
I will be singing the St. John Passion with the University of Minnesota 
chamber choir at the beginning of April, the weekend of Palm Sunday. My 
final recital at the University of Minnesota will be on May 5 at 2:30pm. 
Anyone is welcome to come! 

I don’t know what the future might hold, but I am excited to see what comes 
next. More than anything, I’m incredibly grateful that I have the chance to 
do what I love and to bring art and beauty into the world. v

2020 Voices of Vienna scholarship
The Voices of Vienna scholarship was established by Kathryn and Wilbur Keefer, in honor of Professor Emeritus William Wright, 
founding director of the Center for Austrian Studies. The scholarship is administered by the School of Music and the Center for Austrian 
Studies in alternating years.  

For the 2020 competition, the $4,000 scholarship will be awarded by the Center for Austrian Studies to an undergraduate senior or 
graduate student of the University of Minnesota in the social sciences or humanities who proposes to do research in Austria or one of the 
other former Central European Habsburg lands.

For more info:  www.cla.umn.edu/austrian
Contact/submit to: Howard Louthan, Center for Austrian Studies, email: hlouthan@umn.edu

Applications due March 15, 2020! 
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Junior Scholars’ Column
One Story of a Great Migration

by Ambika Natarajan, PhD.

The moment history drew me in is etched in my memory 
like it happened this morning. I was a student pursuing my 
PhD program at the University of Michigan—a program 
in Biomedical Sciences. I was plodding through the Ann 

Arbor snow one cold October afternoon in 2011 when I passed a 
bookstore. My eyes stuck on a book displayed at the widow with the 
frontispiece of an Indian girl, her mother, and her grandmother: The 
Settler's Cookbook: A Memoir of Love, Migration and Food by Yasmin 
Alibhai-Brown.1 I bought this book expecting to stir my rather dull 
cooking with a few new recipes. To my surprise, it was not a cookbook at 
all. It was something else. Something that stirred my blood like an exotic 
spirit. It was a story about the sensory experience of migration and 
settling in a new country—how women in the past felt it through their 
senses. I was captivated by this intimate recording of this female past, 
the way it grasped an experience that science simply could not touch 
with its methods. By May 2012, I withdrew from my doctoral studies 
in biomedical sciences eager to pursue history instead—a decision that 
completely perplexed my colleagues at the time. 

While I credit that book for lighting the spark, my continued interest 
in history goes to my wonderful dissertation advisor, professor Nicole 
von Germeten. Her book Violent Delights, Violent Ends: Sex, Race, 
and Honor in Colonial Cartagena de Indias pulled me into the magical 
history of witches, lovers, courtesans—women who lived, worked, 
and moved.2 When I was at Oregon State University, Professor von 
Germeten was working on a book manuscript on sex work in colonial 
Mexico and I was thrilled that she agreed to supervise my dissertation.3 
My dissertation is about those numerous, faceless working-class 
women who have influenced and continue to influence, since the early 
modern period, global histories through their mass migrations for the 
sake of menial jobs in a foreign place.4 I focus on pivotal moments in 
Habsburg history between 1850 and 1914, when thousands of working-
class women flocked from the countryside to Vienna to undertake 
maidservant jobs. Using the example of these migrant women at this 
key moment in Viennese history, I demonstrate the continuity between 
19th century paternalistic stereotypes and 21st century narratives about 
female immigrants that buttress systems of surveillance, restriction, 
criminalization, and infantilization of the private choices of countless 
people. 

Jean-Étienne Liotard’s 1743 painting Das Schokoladenmädchen first 
directed my attention to maidservants at this moment in Habsburg 
history. In 1862, the American chocolate company Walter Baker 
purchased the rights from the Dresden Gallery to reproduce this 
painting, and as part of their advertising campaign, they synthesized this 
romantic story about the chocolate girl—a certain Anna who worked as 
a chamber maid. She caught the attention of a prince Dietrichstein and 
eventually the two married. This painting and the advertising campaign 
led me to many images, writings, stories, and criminal cases about 
Viennese maidservants. They fascinated me because I had seen many 
strikingly similar images, writings, commentaries, and cases growing 
up in Mumbai where domestic service is ubiquitous in middle-class 
households. For instance, here is one image published in April 1894 in 
the Austrian satirical periodical Figaro [see top left image on page 15]. 
While interviewing a maidservant, a housewife asks about the wages 
she expects, and the cocky maidservant responds that it depends on the 
number of secrets her employer has. I remembered growing up and how 
people around me worried endlessly about their “brazen” maidservants 

tattling their private affairs to outsiders and ruining their reputation. I 
had come across countless prescriptive articles in newspapers about how 
to stop maidservants from airing out a family’s dirty linens. However, my 
own experience with the soft-spoken women who worked in my family’s 
household was that they simply did not have the time or the energy to 
gossip.

As I dug deeper into the topic, I discovered that by the late 1800s, there 
was hardly a piece of writing from Vienna in which a maidservant of some 
sort—cook, chambermaid, nanny, charwoman—is not mentioned. That 
brought me to the question that lies at the heart of my dissertation: Why 
were so many people in 19th century Vienna discussing maidservants so 
eagerly? As it turns out, in the second half of the nineteenth century, a 
fierce debate raged among various members of Viennese society. This 
debate was about the 1810 Servant Codes. The 1810 Servant Codes 
were basically a set of laws instituted by Francis I that governed master-
servant relationships in the Habsburg Empire, and the Codes remained 
unchanged for about 100 years in the realm—that is from 1810 to 
1912. The Codes incorporated some stereotypes about servants that had 
existed since medieval times—stereotypes that sounded very familiar to 
me: those gossiping maids, those wicked maids, those thieving maids, 
those maids who sleep around...watch them, arrest them, punish them!

Given the intensity of the debate about archaic Codes that severely 
curtailed the civil rights of countless migrant women and the copious 
parallels with debates over the legal rights of immigrants, I was surprised 
by the dearth of scholarship on domestic service in the Habsburg 
Empire. Domestic service was the key driver of internal migration in 
the Empire in the second half of the 19th century and the single largest 
employer of migrant women in big cities. For example, in 1890, only 
7.3% of the 86,500 maidservants in Vienna amid a population of 
approximately two million inhabitants were locals! Moreover, recent 
scholarship in sociology and anthropology has demonstrated the crucial 
link between domestic service, migration, and women’s and minorities' 
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rights issues.5 Yet, even though there were a 
few works in the German language, I could not 
find any scholarship in English on the history 
of domestic service in the Habsburg Empire. 
I wanted to fill this gap and write one history 
about female work, movement, and choice—
one story of a great migration. I did so, recalling 
another story of a great migration—my own. v

“Unsere Dienstmädchen,” Figaro, 21 April 
1894, p. 8.

Endnotes
1. Yasmin Alibhai-Brown, The Settler's 
Cookbook: A Memoir of Love, Migration and 
Food (London: Portobello Books, 2012).
2. Nicole Von Germeten, Violent Delights, 
Violent Ends: Sex, Race, and Honor in Colonial 
Cartagena de Indias (Albuquerque:  Univ. of 
New Mexico Press, 2013).
3. Nicole Von Germeten, Profit and Passion: 
Transactional Sex in Colonial Mexico (Berkeley: 
Univ of California Press, 2018).
4. Ambika Natarajan, “Sex, Surveillance, and 
the Servant Question in Vienna, 1850-1914,” 
(PhD diss., Oregon State University, 2019).
5. See for instance, Jacqueline Andall, Gender, 
Migration and Domestic Service: The Politics of 
Black Women in Italy (New York: Routledge, 
2017); Gul Ozyegin, Untidy Gender: Domestic 
Service in Turkey (Philadelphia:Temple 
University Press, 2010).

Das Schokoladenmädchen, 1743 (La Belle 
Chocolatière, The Chocolate Girl) by Jean-Étienne 
Liotard.

The Center for Austrian Studies is pleased to 
announce the publication of the inaugural issue of 

Central Europe Yearbook
The inaugural issue of Central Europe Yearbook was published in October 2019. The first issue can be found here: 
https://pubs.lib.umn.edu/index.php/cey/ 

It features six articles and two digital projects that cover a range of topics from German diplomats in Istanbul to feud 
culture in the Holy Roman Empire, from sexology in Weimar Germany to dramatic developments of the Prague Spring.

The editors—Cathleen Giustino, Darin Hayton, Howard Louthan, Tim Olin, and Lisa Scott—are currently seeking 
submissions for the second issue, which will be published in fall 2020. Please spread the word among students and 
encourage them to submit projects and proposals to the journal. 

The Yearbook is a venue for undergraduates working on Central European topics to publish their scholarship and work 
in tandem with professors, independent scholars, graduate students, and undergraduates from various institutions 
across the country and internationally. The journal is open access, and its online platform provides an outlet for a wide 
array of scholarly projects. In addition to traditional forms of scholarship, the journal is particularly interested in the 
development of the digital humanities in the study of the region. Submissions can include academic articles, GIS maps, 
interactive resources, games, VLOGs, or any other compelling union of technology and research. 

More information about the journal can be found on the journal’s website. If you have any questions, please contact the 
editors at ceuy@umn.edu
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Peter Handke and the Nobel Prize: A Roundtable

On Monday, November 25, 2019, The Center for Austrian Studies hosted 
(in collaboration with the Center for German and European Studies, 
and the Department of German, Nordic, Slavic and Dutch or GNSD) a 
roundtable lunchtime discussion on the Swedish Academy’s controversial 
decision to award the Austrian writer Peter Handke the 2019 Nobel Prize 
for Literature. Taking as its starting point Handke and his published 
travel diaries and articles chronicling his search for “Justice for Serbia” (the 
subtitle of his 1996 travelogue A Journey to the Rivers), the wide-ranging 
conversation covered the relationships between politics and aesthetics, 
the political dimensions of Nobel Prizes, and the Anglophone and 
Germanophone debates surrounding Handke’s being awarded the prize. 

Organizers Matthias Rothe (GNSD) and Ross Etherton (GNSD) started 
the discussion with an overview of the unfolding debate surrounding 
Handke. They were then joined by Leslie Morris (GNSD), Kiley Kost 
(Carleton College), and Erma Nezirevic (Spanish & Portuguese) in 
discussing their readings of Handke’s work in general and of his polemical 
travelogues (1996’s Summer Postscript to a Winter Journey, in addition to A 
Journey to the Rivers) in particular, which combine poetics and politics to 
question the fairness of the reporting on the wars and genocide in former 
Yugoslavia. Critics of Handke have levied charges that his writings amount 
to a denial of atrocities, while Handke and his defenders have insisted on 
the “poetic integrity” of his work and defined his target as a critique of 
representation. The roomful of attendees then continued the conversation 
with contributions that didn’t limit their focus to Handke, but, in light of 
the recent scandals surrounding Nobel Prizes, also questioned the utility 
and relevance of the prize itself. v

Ross W. Etherton
University of Minnesota

This past October, CAS collaborated with the Institute for Habsburg 
and Balkan Studies at the Austrian Academy of Sciences to sponsor our 
first joint Seminar Fellows Program. In our two-day workshop, young 
scholars from the United States, Austria, Bosnia, India, Hungary, the 
Czech Republic, and Great Britain gathered to discuss their research 
on the Habsburg lands in the modern and early modern periods. 
Faculty organizers and facilitators included John Deak (University of 
Notre Dame), Howard Louthan (University of Minnesota), and Arno 
Strohmeyer (University of Salzburg). 

society, culture, and politics in 
the habsburg world:

a seminar fellows workshop
The Center for Austrian Studies was very well represented at the Sixteenth 
Century Society and Conference’s annual meeting, which took place in St. 
Louis, Missouri from October 17 to October 20, 2019. The center sponsored 
a record number of six panels. Two of these, “Early Modern Warfare: The 
Thirty Years War Reconsidered” and “Early Modern Warfare: Art and 
Ideology in a Divided Europe,” brought together scholars whom Howard 
Louthan, James Parente, Giancarlo Casale, and Tryntje Helferrich had 
previously convened at the University of Minnesota to address important 
new approaches to the Thirty Years War. Two other panels, under the 
heading “From the Balkans to the Baltic: Confessional Frontiers in Central 
Europe,” explored new avenues for understanding the complex dynamics 
of religious diversity in the Balkans, Austria, Bohemia, and Ducal Prussia. 
A panel titled “Catholic Preaching in Times of Crises in Early Modern 
Central Europe” focused on previously unaddressed aspects of Catholic 
preaching that connected natural disasters with socio-religious critiques. 
Finally, another panel, “Views from the Cloister: The Reformation and 
Monastic Communities across Europe,” examined significant new insights 
into the impact of bishops on Prussian monasteries and the relationship 
between mendicant orders and urban transformations in Bohemian and 
Moravian towns.  

For those interested in further information and possible participation 
in the future SCSC annual meeting, which will be held in Baltimore, 
Maryland from October 29-November 1, 2020, please contact Andrew 
Thomas at andrew.thomas@salem.edu.

The 2019 annual meeting of 
the Sixteenth century society 

and conference
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Centennials of the 1918 Revolutions in 
Austria-Hungary’s Successor States

POLITICS and SOCIETY

By James Krapfl
McGill University / Faculty of Humanities, Charles University
This article was made possible by funding from the Social Sciences & 
Humanities Research Council of Canada and Charles University's 
Primus scheme.

Autumn 2018 marked a century since the revolutions of 1918 
triggered the demise of the Habsburg Monarchy. Centennial 
commemorations—or lack thereof—provided a fascinating 
window onto the diversity of political culture in the 

contemporary successor states. Czechs were most enthusiastic, blanketing 
their republic with exhibits, conferences, concerts, monument unveilings, 
theater performances, and other festivities for most of 2018 and well into 
2019. Hungarians, by contrast, ignored the anniversary almost entirely. The 
“density” of commemoration in other successor states ranged between these 
two extremes, but everywhere they mixed celebration, critical reflection, 
and denial in proportions that tell us much about how post-Habsburg 
citizens view their history and their place in political society.

What follows are some observations from my travels in the Czech and 
Slovak Republics, Poland, Austria, and Hungary between October 2018 
and March 2019, while I was fortuitously on leave in central Europe. 
I visited Romania and Slovenia as well, but more briefly, and since my 
knowledge of their languages is more rudimentary, I will confine myself 
here to the five countries I know best. 

Czecho-Slovakia, October 28-30

Czech and Slovak institutions cooperated in observing the centennial under 
the banner “our common century.” The Slovak president and prime minister 
visited Prague on October 28 and their counterparts traveled to Martin on 
October 30. The national museums of both countries created a joint exhibit 
on display first in Bratislava, then in Prague. The bilingual logo “common 
century” could be seen on billboards and trams across both 
countries. However, while Czechs tended to celebrate 
“a century of our republic”—a telling elision, since the 
republic founded in 1918 no longer exists—Slovaks 
more accurately celebrated a century of “stateness”: 100 
years since the founding of Czechoslovakia and 25 since 
the founding of the current Slovak Republic.

The first thing to note about Czech commemorations 
was their overpowering ubiquity. Thousands of events 
took place in municipalities of all sizes—more than any 
individual could possibly take in. In the small town of 
Benešov, for example, I observed an outdoor exhibit on the 
town square, an indoor exhibit at the municipal museum, 
innumerable posters in shop windows advertising 
centennial concerts and discussions, and a tree outside 
an elementary school decorated with laminated birthday 
cards that children had written for the republic. Most 
of the initiative for this commemoration clearly came from local teachers, 
museum personnel, and town officials, and evidently it resonated with local 
citizens. On October 28, citizens poured into Prague for festivities marking 
100 years since the founding of Czechoslovakia. There, too, the plethora of 

events was bewildering: official ceremonies in the Castle, commemorations 
on Old Town Square in protest of the Castle commemorations, a monarchist 
march, a demonstration against “Islamicization,” a picnic sponsored by the 
Club of Czech Hikers, a concert on Wenceslas Square—not to mention 
dozens of anniversary-related exhibits throughout the city. Any doubts that 
the Czech Republic was a democracy could be put to rest on this day alone.
Commemoration in Slovakia was less ubiquitous, reflecting a lack of 

consensus about whether the founding of a state in which Slovakia’s 
position was unequal merits celebration. October 28 has not been a 
state holiday since Slovakia became independent, so how to mark the 

centennial prompted a parliamentary 
debate resulting in compromise:  to 
make October 30—the date when an 
assembly of notables in Martin voted 
to secede from Hungary and unite 
with the Czechs—a state holiday for 
just one year. In practice, celebrating 
different dates facilitated the exchange 
of Czech and Slovak dignitaries, so 
the official celebrations in Martin were 
probably more “federal” than would 
have been possible if both countries had 
celebrated the same day. Since Martin is 
a small town and other events did not 
conflict, the official commemoration 
also provided more of a focal point 
than was possible on Prague. Heavy 
rain and limited space, however, meant 

that more people watched on television than in person.
The object of commemoration in both successor states was the entire 
century since 1918, sometimes with special emphasis on the “years of eight”: 
1918, 1938, 1948, 1968. Some exhibits focused just on the interwar period, 

“Moments of the Century,” one of many outdoor exhibits on the 
centennial theme, on Na Příkopě Street in Prague.

A birthday card for the republic in Benešov:  “Dear Republic, 
we wish you all the best on your hundredth birthday.  May 
you always abound in milk and honey, with enough beer 
and rapeseed, and may you exist a long time yet.  Class 7B.”

Photo: James Krapfl

Photo: James Krapfl
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continued on page 33

but nostalgia for the First Republic was widespread, along with emphasis 
on that republic’s distinction as an island of democracy in the 1930s. In 
their interest in Sub-Carpathian Ruthenia, lost to Stalin after World War 
II, Czechs and Slovaks sometimes betrayed a kind of postcolonial nostalgia. 
Interest in the Czechoslovak Legions was significant, with local events in 
both republics publicizing the stories of hometown legionaries, and in 
the Czech Republic a reconstructed “Legiotrain,” complete with volunteer 
guides dressed as legionaries, toured the country.

Not all commemorative efforts succeeded in recalling the past century 
without a degree of whitewashing. The circle of statesmen who worked 
to found Czechoslovakia was popularly reduced to Tomáš Masaryk and 
Milan Štefánik, and even the national museums presented Masaryk simply 
as Czech even though his father was Slovak. While some museums in the 
former Sudetenland presented evidence of Czech mistreatment of the 
interwar German minority, others counterpoised German cantankerousness 
only with Czech virtue. The Communist period often proved difficult for 
Czechs to remember. A Prague exhibit on the history of the Czechoslovak 
and post-1992 Czech army allotted only three of 22 panels to that forty-
year period of history, while Czech commemorations of 1968 frequently 
ignored the Prague Spring and recalled only the invasion. Slovak treatment 
of the Communist period was uniformly more nuanced.

Poland, November 11

The dominant theme of Polish commemorations was independence. 
Exhibits in Cracow and Warsaw, both outdoor and indoor, narrated the 
long history of Polish striving for independence since the eighteenth-
century partitions—up to 1989 and no further. Several exhibits focused on 
the interwar period, both locally and nationally, and a new play addressed 
the moment of 1918. An exhibit of statues in Warsaw’s Królikarna was 
one of the few attempts to examine the entire past century; otherwise, the 
past thirty years were evidently too controversial. Józef Piłsudski was a 
predictably prominent figure in these commemorations, but that he should 
recur alongside his adversary Roman Dmowski in a haze of reverence was 
surprising.

Whereas Czechs poured into Prague for the October 28 anniversary, my 
Polish friends avoided Warsaw for fear of violence. Indeed, as I strolled the 
city on the eve of Independence Day, I found much of the center barricaded, 
with soldiers posted every two yards or so to keep the area clear. A pleasant 
mood nonetheless prevailed among the people milling about, buying 
Polish flags or stopping to examine outdoor historical exhibits—except on 
Piłsudski Square, where a small crowd clinging to the barricades watched 
a mass in honor of Lech Kaczyński broadcast on large screens, not far 
from a new bronze statue of Kaczyński, more prominent than the statue of 
Piłsudski. One observer wore a lettered shirt threatening violence against 
Adam Michnik. It was easy to imagine how violence might break out the 
next day, when an official march and an independently organized nationalist 
march were supposed to follow one another through the area soldiers had 
blocked off. In the end, the Warsaw anniversary passed without incident, 
but several people were injured in Wrocław.

I chose to spend Independence Day in sunny Cracow, where no barricades 
were to be seen. Instead, following a mass at Wawel Cathedral, army 
representatives distributed large Polish flags, with commemorative 
imprints on their handles, to anyone who wanted one, and after some 
short speeches thanking those who fought for Poland’s independence, the 
crowd proceeded in an orderly fashion through the city to the Tomb of 
the Unknown Soldier, with veterans in dress uniform at their head. No 
flares, no violence, but considerable joy. At noon people joined in what 
was supposed to be a nationwide singing of the national anthem, but the 
chorus was not as loud as if that had truly been the case. Actors dressed as 
Piłsudski and his legionaries then re-enacted their 1918 entry into Cracow, 

and citizens reassembled on the city’s huge main square for a sing-along, 
featuring traditional Polish songs, that lasted into the early evening. Many 
people strolled around the Ring, taking in an extensive outdoor exhibit 
on the history of the Polish independence movement. There was a small, 
pro-democracy demonstration in front of Institute of National Memory 
building—with singing there, too—but on the whole the anniversary in 
Cracow was an occasion for unity rather than division.

Austria, November 12

No visitor to Prague, Martin, or Cracow on the key dates could have failed 
to notice that something unusual was afoot, but a traveller who spent 
November 12 on the streets of Vienna might have had no idea the date 
marked a century since the founding of the Austrian Republic. A “Festakt” 
was held in the State Opera (opened by a speaker who began in Slovene), 
but there was nothing in public space for ordinary citizens. A Viennese man 
who, with me, noted only a handful of flowers at the monument to the 
republic’s founders commented that it was “sad.” There was a small exhibit 
on Heroes’ Square, but outdoors, that was it.

While there was little celebration, there was thoughtful reflection—
albeit exclusively indoors. November 12 was opening day for the House 
of Austria’s History—the first museum exclusively dedicated to Austrian 
history since 1918, for which a long battle had been fought and for which a 
long line extended onto Heroes’ Square. That evening saw the premiere of 
a timely new play, The Defense of Democracy, based the life of the political 
philosopher Hans Kelsen, who helped draft Austria’s 1920 constitution. A 
panel discussion the next day asked what lessons the past century might 
hold for the future of democracy. As in the Czech and Slovak Republics, 
museums across Austria invited the public throughout 2018 to exhibits 
on the republic’s founding, the First Republic, and the whole century of 
Austrian history since 1918—sometimes even with special emphasis on 
the “eights.” They were not as widespread as in the Czech Republic, but they 
were more critical, not shying away from difficult moments of the country’s 
past.

Hungary, November 16

The story of Hungary’s centennial is a story of absence. A few individuals lit 
candles at Mihály Károlyi’s grave, but that was the only evidence of public 
commemoration of the republic’s founding in 1918. Nothing remains of 

A segment of the march from Wawel Castle in Cracow

Photo: James Krapfl
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NEWS from OUR VISITING 
SCHOLARS and STUDENTS
Juergen Pirker, Visiting Assistant Professor

Christina Traxler, Fulbright Visiting Researcher

Mikkel Vad, Winner of the 2019 CAS Summer Research Grant

Christina Traxler is a postdoctoral assistant at the Department for Historical 
Theology at the University of Vienna. From September to December 2019, she 
was a visiting scholar at the Center for Austrian Studies with the support of a 
Fulbright Grant for Teaching, Research, Career Development, and Institutional 
Collaboration. This grant enabled Traxler to return to Minneapolis and to 
strengthen collaboration that began in 2016, when she presented her doctoral 
research on anti-Hussite efforts at a seminar fellows organized by CAS.

This research stay was part of Christina’s larger postdoctoral project, a 
comparative study of the parallels and differences between regional religious 
colloquies of “catholic” Christians, 15th century Hussites, and 16th century 
Reformers. These discussions were essential parts of both reformations 
and a new feature in managing religious conflict. CAS offered an excellent 
research environment for her studies. During her stay, Traxler examined three 
religious colloquies (“Reichsreligionsgespräche”) in Hagenau (1540), Worms 
(1540/41), and Regensburg (1541) that are especially relevant for comparative 
analysis with the Hussite debates. She benefited from both the methodological 
and material approaches to religious history within the American academy, and 

the field's current discussions, and especially from the opportunity to study the 
political implications and historical backgrounds of theological discussions in 
the Reformation period in comparison from the medieval period.

Mikkel Vad is a PhD candidate in the Department of Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies. His dissertation, "April in Paris, Autumn in New 
York: European Jazz in the US, 1945–1970s," explores the transatlantic journeys that transformed jazz—a genre and culture that is often identified as 
quintessentially American. Jazz is, nevertheless, a music that, from its earliest years, became deeply embedded in European culture and marked by routes 
of dissemination that go from and back to the US. At the heart of his research is the question: What happens when jazz returns “home”? He traces the 
dissemination and reception of European jazz recordings in the US, the musical lives of Europeans who went to the US, and the returns of American 
musicians who went to Europe but came back to the US.

With the support of the CAS Summer Research Grant, Vad went to the Library of Congress in Washington, DC where he carried out archival research 
related to the Austrian pianist and composer Joe Zawinul (1932–2007), who is a case study for his dissertation. Vad traces Zawinul's career from a young 
piano prodigy who came to the United States and enrolled at Berklee College of Music in the late 1950s, through his career with Dinah Washington, 
Cannonball Adderley, and Miles Davis, to his success with the fusion band Weather Report in the 1970s.

See the CAS website for a more detailed feature on Mikkel Vad's dissertation

Juergen Pirker is Assistant Professor at the Institute for Public Law and Political Science at the 
University of Graz and a member of the steering committee of the Austrian Cluster for Conflict, Peace 
and Democracy (CPDC). In his research on minority rights and the legacies of past conflicts in Central 
Europe, he works at the intersection of law, politics, and peace and conflict studies. In spring 2019, 
Pirker was Visiting Assistant Professor in the Department of History at the University of Minnesota.

His class “Europe's Contested Borders, (Nation-)States and Peoples: Austria, the Alps and the Adriatic” 
focused on identity politics from the middle of the 19th to the middle of the 20th century, and included 
topics such as nationalism and minority “creation,” and the causes and impacts of the great European 
wars, contested borders, state- and nation-building after WWI and WWII, and the current challenges 
arising from the troubled past in Austria and the Alps-Adriatic region.

In his public lecture at the Center for Austrian Studies, Pirker used the Slovene minority in Austria 
(Carinthia) and the German-speaking community in South Tyrol (Italy) as case studies. Pirker 
illustrated current challenges for effective minority protection in Central Europe. As one of these 
challenges, he identified conflictive memory politics and reported about dialogue initiatives in the region 

that deal with competing narratives about the troubled past. During his stay in Minneapolis, Pirker was able to benefit vastly not only from the University of 
Minnesota’s resources but especially from exchanges with colleagues in CAS, the Institute for Global Studies, and the History Department. They provided 
inspiring feedback and insights that he was able to integrate into his ongoing habilitation project on “Collectivity and Individual Freedom," which he examines 
via the examples of freedom of assembly, ethnicity, and religion in Austria from 1848 to 2018.
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ARTS and CULTURE

Salzfest 2019

Camerata Salzburg © Pia Clodi

Greco-Roman antiquity has made memorable appearances in Salzburg 
over the years, but this year’s Festival marked an intentional turn to 
the ancient Greek myths transmitted through classical texts. The 

program reminds us that these “tales from long ago still raise ever-relevant 
questions about human existence, addressing themes of war, fight, sacrifice, 
revenge, guilt and atonement.” These themes loomed large indeed in the 
line-up of new opera productions, such as Mozart’s Idomeneo, Cherubini’s 
Médée, Handel’s Alcina, and Enescu’s Œdipe, while Offenbach’s Orphée aux 
Enfers balanced the otherwise serious tone. Rather prophetically, the program 
contained a revealing collection of references to myth in the journals of Peter 
Handke, later awarded the Nobel Prize in October 2019 (see page 16). The 
journal entries illustrate his intense engagement with Greco-Roman antiquity, 
and though Handke insisted on the writer’s need to invent new myths, he 
acknowledged that ancient myths continue to be relevant and to invite fresh 
interpretations.  

The selection of myth-based productions clearly resonated, since references to 
the myths of ancient Greece abounded in the Festival’s official opening. But 
the ceremony was also a reminder of Austria’s recent domestic crisis and its 
resolution, as some of the political drama’s key figures contributed speeches. 
Interim Chancellor Brigitte Bierlein, the first woman to hold the office and 
former president of the Austrian Constitutional Court, revealed her passion for 
the performing arts and expressed gratitude to family and teachers for fostering 
her interest—a rare glimpse at the chancellor’s upbringing. Noting the explicit 
legal protections for artistic expression, she emphasized the universal as well 
as the specifically European significance of Greek myths. As is customary, 
declaring the official beginning of the Festival fell to the Austrian President, 
currently Alexander van der Bellen, who had appointed Bierlein after other 
options had fallen through amidst political controversy. He earned domestic 
and international respect for deftly executing his role prescribed by Austria’s 

Constitution when the Center-Right ruling coalition collapsed after the 
scandal-induced resignation of H.C. Strache, then vice-chancellor and leader 
of the FPÖ (Austrian Freedom Party). Van der Bellen, a former leader of the 
Austrian Greens, foreshadowed the theme of the inaugural speech and a major 
opera production by issuing appeals to all, including leaders of industry and 
politics in the audience, to take decisive measures to protect the environment. 
Salzburg governor Wilfried Haslauer sounded a similar warning of unlimited 
growth and used references to the myths in the program to contemplate the 
importance of limits and the value of human imperfections. As an alumnus 
of Salzburg’s humanist Akademisches Gymnasium (where Latin and Greek 
were compulsory at the time of his graduation), he clearly relished the focus 
on classical receptions, but pointed to the shocking nature of mythological 
narratives. 

This year’s inaugural speaker, Peter Sellars, is known world-wide as a leading 
figure among the small circle of accomplished opera directors. Salzburg 
Festival audiences have appreciated him through unforgettable productions, 
like Mozart’s La Clemenza di Tito two years ago, with Theodor Currentzis 
conducting. This year the two artists resumed their collaboration for an 
innovative production of Mozart’s Idomeneo, which tells of the Cretan 
king’s harrowing return from the Trojan War. Like the Austrian president, 
Sellars urgently called for environmental action spearheaded by the younger 
generation. But he interwove it with a fascinating exposition of his take on 
the core ideas driving Idomeneo. As he pointed out, Idomeneo fails to respond 
adequately to the demand of Neptune, the ocean personified, and this “failure 
to understand that a larger sacrifice is being asked of him” has horrifying 
effects. Sellars compared this with current leaders “willing to sacrifice the next 
generation and generations after that, delaying urgent action and an urgent 
response to what the planet is telling us.” Yet as Sellars argued, the opera 
suggests that a reversal of course is nonetheless possible through recognition, 

By Barbara Lawatsch Melton
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enlightenment, empathy, and reconciliation. Highlighting Mozart’s innovative 
use of the quartet in opera, Sellars pointed to its crucial role in Idomeneo: “All 
four participants are obsessed and blinded by their own suffering and gradually 
begin to realize that the people around them are also suffering”. While drawing 
on Antoine Danchet’s libretto for a French tragedy set to music by André 
Campra, Mozart and his librettist Giambattista Varesco changed the ending. In 
place of a bloodbath finale, Idomeneo not only repents but Neptune intervenes 
to spare him the bloody sacrifice of his own son, who replaces his father in a 
peaceful accession to the throne. For Sellars, this model suggests a role for art 
that goes beyond castigating the failings of society and points to the possibility 
of a turnaround: 

There comes a time when we need new stories and when it is no longer 
acceptable to repeat the appalling cycle of human failure, learning 
nothing, refusing to advance. Artists have to look ahead, to see what 
is missing from today’s picture, what is not yet there, or what has been 
there for a long time but is waiting to be seen. Artists open the eyes and 
minds of a generation to new possibilities, new feelings, new stirrings. 

Sellars ended his speech by praising the young, “filling the streets with 
determination, idealism, and momentum.” Urging communication between the 
generations, he suggested that it was now time to “welcome the new generation 
of creators, activists, repairers, restorers, and healers.”  

Despite its conciliatory ending, and though it refrains from the utter despair 
and desolation of this summer’s tragedies, Mozart’s Idomeneo still abounds in 
heartbreaking moments and references to human suffering. In keeping with 
the somber tone of most of the operas, the selections of sacred music preceding 
the official opening explored human suffering, pain, and grief. Yet in the sacred 
music of the Ouverture spirituelle, those bitter realities were tied to prayers for 
divine mercy and confidence in redemption. Among the selections was a concert 
by the Collegium 1704 and its Collegium Vocale 1704, founded in 2005 by 
Václav Luks. Most of the vocalists studied at the revived Janáček Academy 
in Brno, as well as at other renowned Czech conservatories, illustrating the 
resurgence of the powerful musical tradition of this part of Central Europe. 
In addition to performing well-known Baroque music, the Collegium 1704 
is dedicated to introducing audiences to the work of Czech composers not 
included in traditional repertoires. That endeavor was on display in a concert 
focusing on works by Jan Dismas Zelenka (1679-1745), Kirchen-Compositeur 
at the Dresden court and much appreciated by his contemporary J. S. Bach. 
The young ensemble of instrumentalists and vocalists under Luks’ baton 
succeeded admirably in inspiring enthusiasm for the composer’s music. The 
concert began with Zelenka’s Miserere in C minor for soprano, chorus, and 
orchestra ZWV 57, which contrasts a more formal style harkening back to 
Frescobaldi with highly emotional passages. Equal precision and passion were 
accorded to Bach’s famous cantata Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen BWV 12, 
with the marvelous Kamila Mazlová, Samir Bouadjadja, and Felix Schwandtke 
as soloists. After the intermission this was followed by Zelenka’s magnificent 
Missa Omnium Sanctorum in A minor for soloists, chorus, and orchestra ZWV 
21. The instrumentalists and vocalists, including Aneta Petrasová (alto), Václav 
Čisek (tenor), and Tomáš Král (bass), combined exquisite technique with 
youthful energy and transcendent expressiveness in a rousing, unforgettable 
performance. Luks chose the “Cum sancto spiritu” section of the Gloria, a 
unique and particularly energetic passage, as an encore, “damit wir alle mit dem 
Heiligen Geist nach Hause gehen” (“so that we all may go home with the Holy 
Spirit”). He should rest assured that it was indeed an inspirational evening for 
the audience.

Contrary to the prospect of redemption offered in Zelenka’s liturgical music, 
little comfort can be derived from any version of Medea, though different 
aspects of the story may be highlighted, modified, added, or omitted. In 
contrast to Euripides’ version, Luigi Cherubini’s Médée (libretto by François-
Benoît Hoffmann) first gives us a glimpse of Jason’s new bride, here named 
Dircé (Rosa Feola). She expresses forebodings that foreshadow her murder 

by Médée while her solicitous companions (Tamara Bounazou and Marie-
Andrée Bouchard-Lesieur) are trying to allay her fears. Director Simon Stone’s 
production, however, shifted the emphasis away from Médée’s victim and 
back to the central figure. The narrative is framed during the overture, when 
the audience views footage from the Jasons’ ostensibly happy family life in a 
beautifully located villa with gorgeous views of an Alpine lake. The idyll is 
brutally interrupted when, out of the blue, Médée finds Jason in bed with a 
young woman in the family home. Only after the divorce papers are final does 
Médée realize that she has lost all rights, including that of remaining in the 
country.

Modern parallels also play out and draw 
sympathies to Médée as her pleading, 
increasingly frantic and unanswered 
voicemail messages to Jason replace the 
libretto’s outdated dialogues. Moreover, 
one of the duets has her calling from a 
shabby internet café in Tblisi (Georgia, 
where ancient Colchis, Medea’s home 
country, was located) while Jason is 
speaking from a posh modern hotel room 
where he has spent the night with a high-
end prostitute. Similarly, contemporary 
dynamics come to mind when Médée 
pleads with Creon (Vitalij Kowaljow) 
to grant her asylum as she tries to enter 
the country. The scene, set at the airport 

with reporters and rolling cameras present, is widely transmitted CNN-style 
and highlights the plight of a desperate mother. When Creon fatefully grants 
her one day’s reprieve, he apparently acts under the pressure of public opinion. 
Despite Kowaljow’s wonderful bass, sympathies are clearly drawn to Elena 
Stikhina’s Médée. Her creamy voice, nuanced singing, and affecting acting were 
among the highlights of this year’s Festival. Director Simon Stone accomplished 
his stated goal to shed some light on the inexplicable, the question of how a 
mother could come to murder her own children. Under the baton of Thomas 
Hengelbrock the Vienna Philharmonic shone throughout but particularly 
during the musically most dramatic passage, the extended orchestral prelude to 
the final catastrophe. 

As in Médée, marital discord also figures prominently in Maxim Gorky’s 
Sommergäste. An early promoter of revolution, Gorki wrote the play as a 
scathing indictment of a middle class that fails to embrace reform in the 
face of stark social injustice. When it inspired calls for the overthrow of the 
government and caused a scandal, the author was delighted. Today, at first 
sight, the self-absorbed preoccupations of the characters socializing at a 
summerhouse, the fabled dacha in the Russian countryside, seem rather 
ordinary and not especially devious. Yet for contemporary audiences the 
piece clearly sent a strong message. To us, that signal is amplified through 
historic hindsight, for the play was premiered in 1904, on the eve of the 1905 
Revolution. The production staged at the Pernerinsel in Hallein was directed 
by Russian-born Evgeny Titov, who allowed the cast to explore the personal 
dynamics without resorting to excessive shock effects. With its wood paneling 
the otherwise spare setting still suggested an elegant space, though one located 
in a Cold War communist environment: the revolution has created yet another 
comfortable and self-satisfied class clinging to its privileges. Subtle adjustments 
to the setting made for increasingly cramped spaces on stage, closing in on the 
characters.  

The outstanding ensemble brought to life the extensive cast of characters, 
imbuing each figure with distinct personality and idiosyncrasies. Gorki’s 
sympathies were clearly with some of the female characters. They include 
Warwara (Genija Rykova), deeply unhappy, because she sees no purpose in 
the life she leads in childless marriage to the attorney Bassow. She is the only 
character who eventually decides to leave in search of a more meaningful 
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ACFNY Cultural Activities 
Fall 2019 and Spring 2020 
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Every year the Austrian Cultural Forum New 
York (ACFNY) hosts a variety of exhibitions 
and events focusing on Austria and its culture. 
The most recent exhibition, Resident Alien: 
Austrian Architects in America, curated by 
Stephen Phillips and Axel Schmitzberger, 
was on view from September 25, 2019 until 
February 18, 2020. Subdivided into the form-
referencing categories Primitive Domains, 
Aggregate Self-assemblies, Urban Terrestrials, 
Cloud Structures, and Media Atmospheres, 
the exhibition showcased the innovation 
and impact of Austrian-American architects 
since the modernist period. A main focus 
was the concept of bicultural heritage and the 
interplay between architects’ constructions, 
technology, and psychoanalysis. In this context, 
the ACFNY's iconic building by Austrian-
American architect Raimund Abraham 
appeared simultaneously as a showcase and a 
case study. 

Moreover, an ACFNY-supported exhibition 
on Austrian artist Xenia Hausner was on 
display at the Forum Gallery in New York 
from November 14, 2019 to January 11, 2020. 
This exhibition featured twelve of Hausner’s 
portrait paintings, each of which reflects the 

artist’s views on the condition of women today 
and the geopolitical issues of our time. It was 
the first showcase of Hausner’s work in the US 
in a decade. In parallel, the ACFNY hosted 
the photographic exhibition Xenia Hausner: 
Behind the Scenes in its Loft Gallery Space. 
It offered a deeper insight into the creative 
process of Hausner’s paintings, as the artist’s 
photographical work acts as the precursor to 
the paintings. 

On March 5, 2020 the ACFNY, in partnership 
with Joanneum (Graz), will open its new 
exhibition Freedom will have been an episode, 
curated by Roman Grabner, director of 
BRUSEUM at Neue Gallerie Graz. In the 
1960s, Günter Brus challenged Austrian 
society and its ideas of art and morality 
with his artistic actions. Based on his artistic 
work, four young artist groups, namely studio 
ASYNCHROME, zweintopf, Josef Wurm, 
and Evamaria Schaller, are dealing with the 
current situation of freedom in the arts and 
society. While freedom used to be considered 
a precious good, it has increasingly been 
undermined by the economy of hedonism and 
the efficiency of neo-liberalism. The exhibition 
will run until May 31, 2020.

The ACFNY also supports Project 19, a 
multi-season initiative by the New York 
Philharmonic to celebrate the centennial of 
the 19th amendment. Austrian composer Olga 
Neuwirth is one of nineteen female composers 
commissioned to produce nineteen new works 
which are premiering throughout 2020. Born 
out of the firm belief that an orchestra can 
support the dialogue on social imperatives and 
change the status quo, Project 19 is the largest 
women-only commissioning initiative in 
history. In line with Project 19, the ACFNY is 
hosting a talk with Swiss artist Nives Widauer 
about her work The Special Case of Steffy 
Goldner: The New York Philharmonic´s First 
Woman, a multimedia installation presented 
at the Lincoln Center until February 22, 
2020. The artistic installation focuses on the 
Viennese harpist Stephanie “Steffy” Goldner 
(1896-1962), who was the first woman to join 
the New York Philharmonic in 1922. 

The Austrian Cultural Forum New York is 
located at 11 East 52nd St., New York, NY 
10022 (between Madison and Fifth Avenue). 
The gallery is open daily from 10am to 6pm. 
Admission to exhibitions, concerts, and other 
events at the ACFNY is always free.
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Deborah R. Coen. Climate in Motion: Science, Empire, and the Problem of 
Scale. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2018. 464 pp., illus. Cloth, 
ISBN: 978-0-22639-882-2, $40.

A Dispatch from the Future of Climate Science History

Digest historian Deborah Coen’s extraordinary new book Climate in Motion, 
and you might find yourself surprised to learn that the author identifies as 
a “presentist,” as she termed herself at a talk at the University of Minnesota 
on September 20, 2019 (see page 4 for details). An ambitious exploration of 
late 19th-century Habsburg climate science, Climate in Motion argues that a 
unique emphasis on equilibrating local and empire-wide concerns shaped 
scientific practice at this tenuous juncture in the empire’s history. The book’s 
contemporary resonance has been unmistakable. It has picked up the History 
of Science Society’s prestigious Pfizer Prize and performed the neat trick 
of getting scholars in Austrian studies and the history of science, as well as 
environmental humanities and a range of other humanities disciplines, talking 
about “Habsburg climatology.” The book itself remains silent on how exactly 
Austrian concerns persisted in climate science beyond World War I. But the 
presentist aspirations of the book and the larger project that supports it shone 
through in Coen’s talk. As an ethos rather than a strict scientific imperative, 
the scaling that Austrian scientists undertook within the bounds of the empire 
turns out to model for Coen the challenges we face today in understanding 
global climate and its changes. 

Given this emphasis, the story of Habsburg climatology requires a “history of 
scaling,” the book claims, rather than a “history of ideas.” For Coen, that means 
supplementing accounts of cultural sites where climate was an explicit object 
of study with accounts of other spaces where scaling and climate happened 
to intersect. To do so, she follows the study of climate through places you 
might expect, like Karl Kreil’s, Julius Hann’s or Max Margules’ work at the 
royal-imperial Central Institute for Meteorology and Geomagnetism, to others 
you might not, like Friedrich Simony’s visual depictions of the empire, Anton 
Kerner’s reading of climate differences in the “floral archive,” or Josef Roman 
Lorenz von Liburnau or Emanuel Purkyně’s contributions to the “Forest-
Climate Question.” Adalbert Stifter even makes a few cameos as, indistinctly, a 
theorist of scaling or an illustration of its purview in Austrian culture. Together, 
the book’s three sections develop historical and conceptual implications of 
scaling: part 1 harnesses scaling as a means of understanding the ongoing 
political existence of the empire at a time when scholars have argued the lack 
of an “Austrian Idea” left it vulnerable; in response, Coen posits the cohesive 
if not necessarily coherent lived realities of what might be called an “Austrian 
Habitus,” imbued with the impulse to situate the self within scaled political 
frameworks. Part 2 pursues the question of scaling in maps, atlases, and other 
visualia where new modes of representing the empire were being elaborated, 
while part 3 delves into journals and diaries where the persona of the “imperial-
royal” scientist, identified by Coen as a key protagonist in scaling, was in the 
process of formation. 

As a measure of the book’s own breathtaking scale, Coen grounds the 
relationship between science and empire in a history that stretches back to 
Maximilian II’s natural history collections. But the interpenetrations of science 
and empire in Franz Josef ’s Austria really gels at moments like her reading of 
the “slippage between Ausgleich,” the 1867 Austro-Hungarian compromise, 
“and Ausgleichung,” an “equilibration” of nearby atmospheric conditions. As a 
“balancing out of neighboring contrasts,” this concept provided both a politico-
economic argument for imperial unity and a knowledge paradigm for the 
field of “dynamic climatology,” as Coen terms it. And yet, fascinatingly, such 
ideologically saturated solutions turned out to be inadequate to the realities of 
climate; in the book’s account, it was sometime outsiders like Hann, Margules, 
or Julie Moscheles who often ended up tackling climate’s scientific challenges 
most effectively. 

Much like climate change itself, or the disciplinary incarnations of climate 
science, the book can be curiously difficult to “place.” Even as it recalls various 
historiographical, epistemic, or historical stakes, it does not always define itself 
explicitly through or against them. Though Coen defines the history of scaling 
against the history of ideas, for instance, we learn much less about how it 
squares with tools and traditions closer in spirit to her own. In its transcultural 
scope, the Ausgleichung concept recalls Canguilhem’s famous analyses of the 
“reflex,” for example, yet we are left to imagine just how Coen might envisage 
the relationship between a tradition like historical epistemology and scaling 
as a historiographical trope.1 Likewise, the concepts of the “persona” or the 
“habitus” are crucial but mostly implicit underpinnings for Coen’s explorations 
of scientific biographies; though the “imperial-royal scientist” is central to 
Coen’s story, we are left wanting a rigorous account of the kinds of knowledge 
that were correlated with, or disfavored by, this persona. (Impartial yet 
personalized, is the scaling undertaken by the imperial-royal scientist inimical, 
for instance, to “objectivity,” with its abnegation of the self?) More generally, one 
wonders how a robust engagement with cultural theory might reframe what is 
in effect a cultural history (in the best sense). How might Coen’s use of scaling 
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Robert Dassanowsky. Screening Transcendence: Film under Austrofascism and 
The Hollywood Hope, 1933-1938. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
2018. 423pp. Cloth, ISBN: 978-0-253-03362-8, $66.

In Karen Thomas’s 2009 PBS documentary, Cinema’s Exiles: From Hitler to 
Hollywood, it is stated that Felix Bressart, the German Jewish film comedian 
who would star in Ernst Lubitsch’s American comedies Ninotchka (1939) and 
To Be or Not to Be (1942), went to Austria in 1933 when Hitler came to power 
but then left in 1936 because the film industry there stopped allowing people 
of Jewish backgrounds to work. In fact, however, the situation was much more 
complicated: the major film studios in Austria had stopped hiring Jewish film 
artists already in 1933 in order to be able to export films to Nazi Germany, the 
most important market for Austrian film. 

But at the same time, a second, independent film industry developed in Austria 
that employed Austrian Jewish artists and many of the Jewish exiles coming 
to Austria from Germany; it made films, often co-produced with Czech, 
Hungarian, or Dutch companies, that could be exported elsewhere in Europe—
and to America (which was mostly closed to films from Nazi Germany). 
Many of these films, and the artists involved with them, made Hollywood 
pay attention, which was one of the reasons that the German Jewish actor 
Bressart, the Hungarian Jewish comedian S. Z. Sakall, the Austrian Jewish 
screenwriter Walter Reisch (who would co-author the script for Ninotchka), 
and the German Jewish director Hermann Kosterlitz (who would become 
Henry Koster) were able to get contracts and move to Southern California 
before Austria was annexed by Nazi Germany in 1938. Indeed, for a brief 
time, Hollywood considered making a major investment in the Austrian film 
industry, but the failure of such negotiations by the end of 1936 meant more or 
less the end of any film productions not oriented toward Nazi Germany. 

These are only a few of the important historical developments I learned about 
in Robert Dassanowsky’s fascinating book. It is an exhaustive study that does 

justice both to the political and aesthetic contexts of filmmaking in Austria in a 
period about which many scholars in German studies know little: the five years 
(1933-38) of what is called Austrofascism, an authoritarian, one-party state 
that had replaced the democratic order of the post-WWI Austrian Republic, 
banning leftist parties and curbing working-class power in “Red Vienna” in the 
service of a Catholic, conservative order that looked to Fascist Italy as a model 
and a protector in its attempt to distance itself from what it considered a pagan 
Nazi Germany. For a few years, Mussolini looked on it with favor, but then he 
decided to forge an alliance with Hitler in 1936. 

Dassanowsky demonstrates how Austrian film in this period—both 
mainstream, “Aryanized” film and the independent, “Emigrantenfilm” sector—
tried to accommodate the (somewhat vague) Austrofascist ideology, which 
included Catholic values around traditional gender roles and a (mild) critique 
of capitalism. This occurred even though there was little censorship by the state 
(certainly compared to Nazi Germany)—nor was there any significant state 
subsidy of the film industry. In the first part of his book, he describes these 
larger sociopolitical structures that shaped film production. In the second part, 
Dassanowsky goes into great depth examining the major film genres produced 
during the period. Among them is the Vienna film pioneered by Willi Forst 
and Walter Reisch (the former would end up in Nazi Germany while the latter 
went to Hollywood), a genre that celebrated Hapsburg Vienna with many 
romantic films Hollywood wanted to remake. There were also films celebrating 
Austrian Catholicism (both mainstream and independent productions); 
melodramas about sex and gender that were ultimately conservative; musical 
films; and comedies. Among the comedies was what Dassanowsky calls 
the Austrian screwball comedy, and one of its most popular stars was from 
Hungary, Franziska Gaal, who engendered controversy in part because of her 
Jewish background and who would eventually go to Hollywood. There were 
also experimental films, including crime dramas Dassanowsky considers proto-
noir; and finally, there were Heimat films celebrating the Alpine provinces, 
representing one of the most obvious ways Austrian cinema ended up 
currying favor with Nazi Germany just before the Anschluss. In these chapters, 
Dassanowsky goes into detailed analyses of many films, always paying close 
attention to aesthetic characteristics, to gender dynamics, to political pressures, 
and to economic constraints.

The third and final part of the book focuses on “Destinations,” above all the 
“Hollywood Hope” of the book’s subtitle. To the extent the Austrian film 
industry wanted, like the Austrofascist state, to remain independent of Nazi 
Germany, it needed to find other markets and partners for co-productions. 
Prague, Budapest, and Amsterdam were options; more powerful was Rome, 
but after the alliance with Nazi Germany, Italy was no longer much help. 
Prague and Budapest also needed the German market and in the end were 
manipulated by Germany to isolate Austria. The great hope after Rome was 
Hollywood, which had remade a number of Austrian films and was interested 
in investing in film production in Austria. But by 1937 these hopes had faded, 
for, as Dassanowsky concludes, Hollywood in the end was more concerned 
about losing the German market than it was about doing business in Austria. 
This was fatal to the independent film sector; luckily many of its artists left for 
Hollywood or London before 1938. 

But this development was by no means the fault of Hollywood alone; more 
important were decisions of the Austrian industry itself over the years to 
become ever cozier with Berlin. By 1937, a year before the Anschluss, its leaders 
had almost completely aligned film production with the German film industry, 
which would soon enough incorporate it. This is the sad end of the story 
Dassanowsky tells, but the value of his book is the detailed attention he pays 
to a period in which films with styles distinct from Weimar and Nazi German 
cinema were made, an Austrian cinema that was in many ways transnational, 
with origins in a still polyglot, multi-cultural, Central European milieu. v

Richard McCormick, University of Minnesota
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Günter Bischof and Hannes Richter, Towards the American Century: 
Austrians in the United States. New Orleans: University of New Orleans 
Press, 2019. 258 pp. Cloth, ISBN: 978-1-6080-1177-3, $34.95.

This fascinating volume seeks to tell the story of Austrian immigrants, 
including those from the Habsburg monarchy, from 1734 to the present. 
Unlike other coffee-table books it combines historical narrative and analysis 
(written by Günter Bischof ) with stunning portraits and illustrations 
(selected by Hannes Richter). 

The first chapter relates the virtually unknown story of 150 Salzburg 
Protestants who emigrated to Ebenezer, Georgia in 1734. The settlers had 
a difficult time adjusting to the intemperate climate and swampy soil in 
the new world and did not endure as a community. On the other hand, a 
Lutheran church constructed in 1789 survives to this day as one of the oldest 
buildings in Georgia. During the American Revolution and throughout 
much of the 19th-century diplomatic relations between the Austrian Empire 
and the United States were virtually non-existant, not least because Prince 
Klemens von Metternich opposed liberalism, while Thomas Jefferson and his 
successors despised a reactionary monarchy. Even so, a trade and navigation 
treaty was signed in 1838 and consulates established in New Orleans, 
Boston, and Philadelphia. Between 1840 and 1867 relations between the 
two states were both rocky and strained, most notably after the revolutions 
of 1848. In 1853, in an incident not mentioned in this volume, the USS Saint 
Louis undertook the daring rescue of a Hungarian refugee imprisoned on 
an Austrian vessel in Smyrna. More famously, the United States intervened 
after the Civil War to end the disastrous reign of “Emperor Maximilian I” in 
Mexico.

Between 1867 and 1914 Austro-American perceptions remained mutually 
hostile, although diplomatic, commercial, and cultural relations gradually 
improved. For example, Ladislaus Hengelmüller von Hengevar, ambassador 
in Washington from 1894 to 1913, became friends with President 
Theodore Roosevelt and other influential American decision makers. More 

importantly, between 1876 and 1914 some 3.5 million individuals emigrated 
from the Dual Monarchy to Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago or, in the case 
of farmers, to the Midwest and Texas. Desperately poor and confronting 
anti-immigration activists in cities, thousands died in industrial accidents 
and yet gradually became loyal citizens. Here the authors provide numerous 
photographs of the desperate living conditions of immigrants as well as the 
luxurious state rooms of Austrian ocean liners sailing from Trieste to New 
York. In many ways, the Chicago and St. Louis expositions constituted a 
rapprochement of sorts: Austrian visitors recognized the United States as 
a global industrial power while Americans touring the Austrian pavilion 
came to admire creative architectural and industrial designs, not least the 
Austrian Arts and Crafts School. Although not mentioned in this book, a 
gallery in the Chicago Institute of Art displays furniture, jewelry, and other 
art nouveau objects from the Colombian Exposition of 1893. 

In discussing the period of the world wars, the authors point out that the 
Wilson administration did not declare war on Austria-Hungary until 
December 1917 and that only a handful of American regiments engaged 
Austrian forces in combat, primarily in Italy, where Ernest Hemingway 
was wounded in October 1918. Their account does not blame Wilson for 
the collapse of the Habsburg monarchy but correctly points out that the 
successor states were based more on the president’s racialist ideology than 
his much touted belief in democracy. The two most prominent Americans 
during the interwar period were Herbert Hoover, whose food relief saved 
thousands of starving Viennese children between 1919 and 1923, and George 
Messersmith, who as minister to Austria after 1934 alerted Roosevelt to the 
threat posed by Hitler. Without discussing the horrors of the Anschluss, the 
authors reveal that 7, 000 Austrian refugees served in the US armed forces or 
OSS during World War II.

The second half of the book is divided into two main parts. The first, 
consisting largely of photographs, surveys American participation in postwar 
occupation of Austria, as well as the enormous importance of the Marshall 
Plan both in establishing a stable economy and supporting democratic 
institutions. Also significant in fostering bilateral relations was the Fulbright 
program that beginning in 1951 enabled talented young Austrians to study 
at American universities and later Americans at Austrian intuitions of 
higher learning. Emphasis is also placed on the 1963 opening of the Austrian 
Cultural Institute in New York City.

The second part is arguably the most interesting. Entitled “Quiet Invaders” 
it provides stunning portraits of Austrian immigrants who have contributed 
to Hollywood and American culture. These include Fritz Lang, Josef von 
Sternberg, Erich von Stroheim, Max Steiner, Erich Korngold, Sam Spiegel, 
Johnny Weissmuller, Peter Lorre, Fed Zimmermann, Heddy Lamarr, Otto 
Preminger, Harry Horner, Maximillian Schell and Arnold Schwarzenegger. 
The omission of Maria von Trapp, famous from the “Sound of Music,” may 
strike American readers as bizarre, although no more perplexing than the 
inclusion of the German film star Curt Jürgens, who admittedly spent much 
of his life in Vienna. 

The final chapters in the volume offer portraits of immigrant architects, such 
as Victor Gruen, as well as photographs of their most significant structures 
and homes. These are followed by sketches of notable intellectuals and 
scientists, such as Peter Drucker, Erich Kandl, Fredrick Weisskopf, and 
Martin Karplus. Oddly, the authors do not include Karl Landsteiner, the 
physician who discovered four blood types and after moving to New York 
in 1923 later received the Nobel Prize.  The book concludes with sketches 
of members of the famous Chicago school of economics and discussion of 
the influence of Austrian ski resorts in the Cascades and Rocky Mountains. 
Finally, those seeking additional information can consult an interactive 
website: www.austriansusa.org. v

Evan B. Bukey, University of Arkansas
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NEW FROM CAS AND BERGHAHN BOOKS

New York: Berghahn Books, 2019. 194 p., Cloth, ISBN 978-1-78920-
030-0. $135 / £99.

Two monographs, volumes 23 and 24 in the series “Austrian and Habsburg History” were published in 2019

Entangled Entertainers
Jews and Popular Culture in Fin-de-Siècle 
Vienna
By Klaus Hödl 
(Translated from the German by Corey Twitchell)
Viennese popular culture at the turn of the twentieth century was the 
product of the city’s Jewish and non-Jewish residents alike. While these 
two communities interacted in a variety of ways to their mutual benefit, 
Jewish culture was also inevitably shaped by the city’s persistent bouts of 
antisemitism. This fascinating study explores how Jewish artists, perform-
ers, and impresarios reacted to prejudice, showing how they articulated 
identity through performative engagement rather than anchoring it in ori-
gin and descent. In this way, they attempted to transcend a racialized iden-
tity even as they indelibly inscribed their Jewish existence into the cultural 
history of the era.

New York: Berghahn Books, 2019. 288 p., illus., Cloth, ISBN  978-1-
78920-273-1, $135 / £99.

Comical Modernity
Popular Humour and the Transformation 
of Urban Space in Late Nineteenth Century 
Vienna 

By Heidi Hakkarainen
Though long associated with a small group of coffeehouse elites around the 
turn of the twentieth century, Viennese “modernist” culture had roots that 
reached much further back and beyond the rarefied sphere of high culture. 
In Comical Modernity, Heidi Hakkarainen looks at Vienna in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, a period of dramatic urban renewal during 
which the city’s rapidly changing face was a mainstay of humorous maga-
zines, books, and other publications aimed at middle-class audiences. As 
she shows, humor provided a widely accessible means of negotiating an era 
of radical change.

Available online at www.berghahnbooks.com or through your local bookseller
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News from Center Austria: The Austrian Marshall Plan 
Center for European Studies (University of New Orleans) 

Fall 2019/Spring 2020
By Günter Bischof, Director

SCHOLARS and SCHOLARSHIP

In late May 2019 we organized, together with Dirk Rupnow and Philipp Strobl of the Institute of Contemporary History at the University of Innsbruck, 
a two-day symposium, “Debates about Immigration: American and European Experiences in Comparison.” Keynotes were delivered by Madeline Y. Hsu 
of the University of Texas at Austin and Klaus Neumann of the University of Melbourne and Hamburg.

Nineteen students from the University of Innsbruck studied at the University of New 
Orleans (UNO) in the fall semester 2019 (among them the Center Austria, the Nick 
Mueller and the ministry fellows) and a dozen will come in the spring. During the fall 
semester we had a faculty exchange with archeologists (UNO’s Ryan Gray taught in 
Innsbruck and University of Innsbruck’s Harald Stadler and Bert Ilsinger at UNO). 
We also had Sabine Schrader from Romance Languages on a short-term faculty visit at 
UNO. During the fall of 2019 we had a reading by the Austrian writer “Franzobel” from 
his “Das Floss der Medusa” and lectures by Janek Wasserman (University of Alabama) 
on his new book Marginal Revolutionaries: How Austrian Economists Fought the War 
of Ideas, and Marilyn Miller (Tulane University) on her forthcoming book Right in 
Our Backyard: 'German' Alien Enemies in the Crescent City, 1942-1946. University of 
Innsbruck visiting scientist Schrader presented the film Fire at Sea (Fuocoammare) 
by Gianfranco Rosi, and gave a lecture entitled “Transnational Cinema in Italy Since 
1990.”

The semester’s highlight was the presentation of the exhibit “Austrians in the United 
States” at UNO's Fine Arts Gallery. This exhibit was jointly organized by Center 
Austria’s Günter Bischof and Hannes Richter from the Austrian Embassy. It opened 
on July 19 at the Austrian Embassy under the auspices of Ambassador Wolfgang 

Waldner. The book accompanying the exhibition, Towards the American Century: Austrians in the United States (UNO Press) was presented at this 
occasion (see its review on page 26 by Evan Burr Bukey).

UNO’s Center Austria participated in the events accompanying the 350th anniversary of the University of Innsbruck throughout 2019. Günter Bischof 
and Vice Chancellor Mathew Tarr attended “Science Day” in mid-June. Center Austria also dispatched a jazz band, led by Steve Masakowski from 
UNO’s jazz program, to play on this occasion. Marc Landry participated in the “Alpine Conference” in September. UNO President John Nicklow, Dean 
Kim Martin Long, and Chair of History and Center Austria senior fellow Robert L. Dupont were part of the gala events in mid-October.

The highlight of the spring 2020 activities will be an interdisciplinary conference on “water” held in Innsbruck. Marc Landry will organize the UNO side 
with the University of Innsbruck’s international office. Günter Bischof will teach courses on American History as a guest professor at the Institute of 
Contemporary History. v

Opening of exhibit “Austrians in the US” at Austrian Embassy 
on July 19, 2019 (from left to right, Ambassador Waldner, 

Günter Bischof, Hannes Richter)

Democracy in Austria
Contemporary Austrian Studies, volume 28

Günter Bischof and David M. Wineroither, eds.
New Orleans: University of New Orleans Press and Innsbruck University Press, 2019 

369 pp. Paper, ISBN: 978-1-60801-174-2, $40.00. 

The essays in this volume are dedicated to the ups and downs of 100 years of Austrian democracy. On the occasion 
of the founding of the First Austrian Republic on November 12, 1918, Austrians celebrated the 100th anniversary 
of this event in recent Austrian history. 

Due to the deep divisions of the Austrian political camps (parties) democratic governance was troubled in the 
1920s and ended in authoritarian rule in 1933. After World War II, the two principal political parties ÖVP 
(Christian conservatives) and SPÖ (Socialists), learned to work with one another in grand coalition governments 
and established a stable democratic regime. With the “Freedom Party” (FPÖ) turning populist, xenophobic and 
anti-European Union, paired with the arrival of new parties such as the environmentalist/progressive “Greens,” the 
Austrian party system realigned in 1986 and new center-right coalitions (ÖVP and FPÖ) came to govern Austria. 
Today political campaigns in Austria, too, are run on social media and millennials have less faith in democracy.
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The Wirth Institute for Austrian and Central 
European Studies (University of Alberta)

Report on 2019 Activities. By Director Joseph F. Patrouch with contributions by Piet Defraeye

From January to June 2019, The Wirth Institute was directed by Piet 
Defraeye of the University of Alberta’s Department of Drama while Joseph 
F. Patrouch was on sabbatical undertaking archival research in Poland and 
Germany and teaching and lecturing in Poland and the Czech Republic. 
While Acting Director, Professor Defraeye supervised a wide variety of 
activities, and also traveled to Central Europe to interview the finalists for 
the five doctoral research fellowship programs administered by the institute.

During winter term ( January-April 2019), the institute continued two 
successful series: the monthly Central European Cafes and the Central 
European Film Club. The informal cafes had various themes. For example, 
on April 5 the café hosted the Budapest-born theatre designer and filmmaker 
Zsofia Opra-Szabo and screened her short film Sophia (2018). Opra-Szabo 
completed her MFA in Theatre Design at the University of Alberta in 2017; 
her film was awarded the 2019 City of Edmonton Film Prize. The Central 
European Film Club focused on the theme “Encountering Love” and featured 
the following films: Afterimage (Andrzej Wajda, 2016), Kolya ( Jan Svěrák, 
1996), Gangster of Love (Nebojša Slijepčević, 2013), Paradies: Liebe (Ulrich 
Seidl, 2012), and Hannah and Her Brothers (Vladimír Adásek, 2000). The 
institute also collaborated with the Edmonton Jewish Film Festival in May 
for the screening of The Waldheim Waltz (Ruth Beckermann, 2018), for 
which the Austrian Visiting Professor Gregor Kokorz gave an introductory 
talk. The Central European Film Club continued in Fall 2019, featuring 
Central European movies directed by female directors, such as Fair Play 
(Andrea Sedláčková, 2014), Spoor (Agnieszka Holland, 2017), On Body and 
Soul (Ildiko Enyedi, 2017), and When We Leave (Feo Aladag, 2010). In fall 
2019, local Edmonton author Ilona Ryder presented her new book about 
her grandfather, the Hungarian-American film director Michael Curtiz.

Each winter and spring, the Wirth Institute schedules a series of academic 
presentations. Known as “Central European Talks,” the series features the 
institute’s five doctoral fellows (and others). These talks are well attended by 
community members, students, and faculty with whom the visiting students 
have been in contact over the course of their stay in Edmonton. The 2019 
series included presentations by Brigitte Hipfl (Media and Communications, 
University of Klagenfurt), Alekszandra Rokvity (Wirth Fellow, University of 
Graz), Gregor Kokorz, (Visiting Austrian Professor, University of Alberta 
Department of Music), Petra Sapun Kurtin (Wirth Fellow, University of 
Zagreb), Eva Jarošová (Wirth Fellow, Charles University, Prague), Robert 
Rydzewski (Wirth Fellow, Mickiewicz University, Poznan), and Emese 
Ilyefalvi (Wirth Fellow, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest).

The Wirth Institute continued its tradition of supporting music research, 
training, and performance. In addition to the talk on the Austrian 
contemporary composer Georg Friedrich Haas, the institute sponsored the 
Alberta Baroque Ensemble concert in March 2019 featuring music from 
Central Europe. Together with the Department of Modern Languages and 
Cultural Studies, the institute organized a roundtable on popular aspects 
of music listening. Gregor Kokorz and Tony King (a producer and host 
at CKUA Radio Network) chaired the event under the title: “I Can't Live 
Without My Radio! How Music Makes Space.” 

In May 2019, the internationally-renowned Czech-Canadian pianist 
Suzana Simurdova gave an exciting lecture-recital titled "Czech Piano 
Literature from 1824-1999.” Going through various modernist composers, 

she provided an amazing and insightful sample of a commentary on recent 
Czech piano music. The Wirth Institute also sponsored Andrea Botticelli’s 
recording of fortepiano music at the Banff Centre for the Arts in May 
2019, and a public performance is planned for 2020. In May 2019, the 
CD recording of Franz Liszt piano music under the title “Lisztomania,” 
produced by the Wirth Institute, was launched at Edmonton’s Holy Trinity 
Church Gallery with Polish-born Mikolaj Warszynski as the solo performer 
for this collection. Also in the field of Music, the Institute continued its 
administration of music scholarships to send music students to study in 
Austria. In Summer 2019, five students received Strauss Awards for that 
purpose, and one received a scholarship to attend the annual Franz Schubert 
Institute on the German Lied tradition, held each summer in Baden bei 
Wien and now headed by Michael McMahon of McGill University.

The Austrian novelist Clemens Berger (Das Streichelinstitut, Im Jahr des 
Panda) was writer-in-residence at Bowling Green State University during 
the winter session, and the Austrian Cultural Forum in New York kindly 
sponsored his visit to Alberta (April 4-9, 2019). Apart from a guest lecture 
in a German literature course, Clemens read from his work at a public event 
at the German Canadian Cultural Society in Edmonton. The Austrian-
Canadian Cultural Centre in Calgary hosted a similar event, at which 
Clemens Berger regaled the audience with a reading from his most recent 
novel-in-progress. 

continued on page 30

Ursula Mathis-Moser on the occasion of her 2019 
Governor General International Award for Canadian 

Studies
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In March 2019, the Wirth Institute sponsored an exhibition titled “Dr. 
Milan Rastislav Štefánik: Scientist, Diplomat, Politician and Military 
General in Pictures.” Supported by the Foundation of Milan Rastislav 
Štefánik, the Slovak National Museum, and Slovak National Library, the 
exhibition was set up in the Rutherford Library Atrium. Brygida Gasztold 
(Koszalin University of Technology, Poland) delivered the 2018-2019 
Tova Yedlin Lecture, which was titled "The Ghetto Mother Stereotype in 
Cultural Imagination.” The 2019-2020 Tova Yedlin Lecture was delivered 
by the well-known Canadian-American historian Natalie Zemon Davis in 
October 2019. Her lecture was titled “Languages of the People: a Jewish 
Philologist on Yiddish, Romanian and French,” and focused on her ongoing 
research on Lazăr Şăineanu.

In April 2019, the Wirth Institute cosponsored the 
13th Hannah Arendt Annual Meeting. Convened 
by Andreas Stuhlmann (DAAD Visiting 
Professor, Department of Modern Languages and 
Cultural Studies), the meeting brought a number 
of Arendt scholars from different disciplines 
around the table for in-depth discussions. The 
institute also sponsored a workshop focusing on 
gender and decolonization in German studies, 
which was organized by Simone Pfleger (Wirth 
Institute Research Associate and Department 
of Women and Gender Studies post-doctoral 
fellow) and Carrie Smith (Department of 
Modern Languages and Cultural Studies). In July, 
Croatian Research Fellows Petra Sapun Kurtin 
and Andreas Stuhlmann hosted a workshop on 
“Translating Trauma: Beyond Intertextuality 
and Metafictional Historiography,” with Kevin 
Vennemann’s Nahe Jedenew (2005) as a case study. 

In May 2019, historical musicologist Alexander 
Carpenter was the 2019 University of Alberta 
Guest Professor at the University of Innsbruck.  
He taught popular music for a mixed class of 
senior undergraduate and graduate students at 
the Institut für Musikwissenschaft in the city's 
new Haus der Musik. Also in May, Tracy Bear 
of the University of Alberta Department of 
Women’s and Gender Studies and the Faculty of Native Studies traveled 
to Poland, where she was the U. Alberta Guest Professor at the University 
of Silesia. Professor Bear held four lectures and one workshop on various 
topics including Contemporary Indigenous Art, Indigenous Feminisms, and 
Indigenous Erotica. 

In 2019-20, the Wirth Institute is again hosting five doctoral research 
fellows for year-long stays (see their bios on page 31). In September, Rafał 
Borysławski (Institute of English Cultures and Literatures) was in residence 
in the Department of Women and Gender Studies as the University of 
Silesia Visiting Professor. He discussed Marie de France in the history of 
feminist thought in the Gender and Social Justice seminar as well as his 
research on the image of Judith in Old English literature. Wolfgang Stadler, 
a Slavic languages specialist and applied linguist, Dean of the Faculty of 
Teacher Education at the University of Innsbruck, was hosted by the 
Department of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies during the same 
period where he also gave several guest presentations. Wirth Institute 
alumni David Wineroither (National University for Public Service, 
Budapest) and Joachim Bürgschwentner (Innsbruck City Archive) both 
returned to Edmonton to deliver lectures in September. Wineroither spoke 
on the topic of “Converging Towards the European Average? Democracy in 

Austria Today,” and Bürgschwentner’s talk was titled “The Colourful World 
of War” and featured a discussion of his research on postcards produced in 
Austria-Hungary during World War I.

The University of Alberta’s annual St. Jerome Day Conference on Translation 
was held on September 30 and October 1, 2019. It featured the Sudanese-
Austrian writer Baraka Sakin (Salzburg Province), together with his 
translator into French, Xavier Luffin (Free University Brussels), as well as 
Ursula Moser, director of the Center for Canadian Studies at the University 
of Innsbruck. A reception was held on October 3, 2019 to celebrate the 
occasion of her receiving the Governor General Award for Canadian Studies 
earlier in June. In addition to participating in the translation conference and 
reading from his works in a public forum celebrating translation, Sakin, like 
Clemens Berger, held a reading at the German Canadian Cultural Society 
in Edmonton. This event was well attended by members of the Sudanese 

community in the city. Sakin’s visit was 
made possible by a grant from the Austrian 
Cultural Forum in New York.

On October 27-30, 2019, the Wirth Institute 
sponsored an international conference at 
the Canadian Museum of Immigration 
at Pier 21 in Halifax, Nova Scotia. (The 
institute has a national mandate, and 
sponsors programs across Canada as well as 
in Europe.) The conference, “Transatlantic 
Dreams: Understanding Central European 
Emigration to Canada,” focused on the 
complexities of this historical phenomenon 
from a wide diversity of perspectives. Almost 
thirty scholars from North America and 
Europe participated. Many of the presenters 
were alumni of various Wirth Institute 
programs and had personally experienced the 
challenges of moving between the societies 
and cultures of Central Europe and Canada.

The annual Toby and Saul Reichert 
Holocaust Lecture was held on November 
19, 2019. It featured the historian Herman 
Van Goethem, who is also currently 
President of the University of Antwerp. In 

that capacity, he participated in Convocation ceremonies at the University 
of Alberta while he was in Edmonton. Van Goethem’s Reichert Lecture was 
based on his recent book and was titled “The Jewish Mindset on the Racial 
Persecution in Occupied Western Europe in 1942: The Case of Antwerp 
and Belgium.” A few days later he delivered a second talk, “The Geopolitical 
Strategy of War and Peace in 1939-1942,” this for the Department of 
History and Classics. 

In addition to the two annual endowed lecture series mentioned above (the 
Yedlin and Reichert Lectures), the Wirth Institute also sponsored an annual 
lecture on Central European art history, together with the Department of 
Art and Design. This year’s lecture “Global, Post-Imperial, or National? 
Austrian, Hungarian, and Czechoslovak Pavilions at Interwar World’s Fairs,” 
was delivered on November 21 by Marta Filipová (Masaryk University). 

To conclude the academic programing for the calendar year 2019, the 
American-Hungarian theatre designer and visual artist Anna Király visited 
the Department of Drama and the Wirth Institute in November at the 
invitation of Gyöngi Heltai (Department of Drama), the University of 
Alberta Faculty of Arts Hungarian Visiting Professor, and with the financial 
support of the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. v 

The Wirth Institute Report from page 29

Dr. Herman Van Goethem, Rector of the 
University of Antwerp, Annual Toby and 
Saul Reichert Holocaust Lecture
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Every year, the Wirth Institute for Austrian and Central European Studies at the University of 
Alberta hosts five doctoral fellows from various countries in Europe. The students are supported 
by the Wirth Institute, the governments of their home universities, and local groups in Edmonton. 
More information on each fellow can be found at the Wirth Institute’s website: www.wirth.ualberta.ca

Meet the 2019-20 Wirth Fellows

Joanna Dobkowska-Kubacka: I completed a 
master's degree in art history at the University 
of Warsaw. My master's thesis was about 
the iconography of heretics in the art of 
Latin Europe between the 9th and the 16th 
century. I am currently a PhD candidate in 
the Humanities at the Faculty of Philosophy 
and History of the University of Łódź. My 
dissertation examines the socioeconomic 
situation of upper-class Polish women in the 
second half of the 19th century with a focus 
on women’s emancipation, by looking at their 
educational and professional aspirations. I am 
also interested in comparing the emergence of 
women's press in both Europe and America. 
In 2018, I studied in Spain on the Erasmus+ 
scholarship, where I wrote (in Spanish) 
a comparative analysis of the situation of 
Spanish and Polish female artists in the 
second half of the 19th century.

Xenia Kopf: I am a PhD candidate in the 
interuniversitary doctoral program “Science 

Markéta Jakešová: I am a PhD candidate in 
philosophy at Charles University in Prague, 
Czech Republic and the University of Toulouse, 
Jean Jaurès, France. My main research project 

Gergely Rajnai: I studied international 
relations and political sciences at the Corvinus 
University of Budapest. I am currently a PhD 
candidate in political science at the same 
university. My work previously focused on 
democratic theory and its applications. My 
current research deals with power theory and 
works at creating a conceptual framework 
of power consolidation. I am also a political 
analyst at the Center for Fair Political Analysis, 
commenting and providing analysis on current 
international and Hungarian political issues. 

Filip Martin Svibovec: I have always been 
a philosopher and felt like a philosopher. 
Philosophy is for me a somewhat unique 
journey into life’s mysteries. I am a PhD 
candidate in philosophy at the University 
of Zagreb, Croatia. I received a bachelor’s 
degree in the field of philosophy and religious 
science, followed by a master’s degree in 
theology, at the Faculty of Philosophy of 
the Society of Jesus, Zagreb. My interests 
include religious sciences, postmodernity 
(transhumanism, bioethics), metaphysics, 
ontology, cosmology (temporality, eternity, 
time, history), Russian philosophy, Christian 
theology (in all its fields) and education. 
The working title of my PhD dissertation is 
"The Aspects of the Concept of Time in the 
Philosophy of Nikolai Berdyaev." Focused 
on the philosophy of Berdyaev, this research 
project looks at the philosopher’s conception 
of time and eternity, and explores eternity as 
an aspect of time and the impact of eternity 
on reality.

consists of combining Maurice Merleau-
Ponty’s phenomenology with actor-network 
theory. I'm also interested in German media 
theory, Walter Benjamin, Jean-Luc Nancy, 
and Japanese phenomenology, among others. 
Since my master’s degree in religious studies 
with a focus on Austrian literature from 
Charles University, I have been working on my 
dissertation, and I have conducted research in 
Vienna, Toulouse, and Cologne. 

and Art," at the University of Salzburg and 
Mozarteum Salzburg, Austria. My research 
focuses on urban studies, cultural policy, 
and theatre studies, and my dissertation 
is tentatively entitled "The City as a 
Performative Space: Cultural Practices 
in Urban Spaces of Transformation." I 
hold a master’s degree in theatre, film, and 
media studies and a diploma in graphic and 
communications design. I have written and 
co-written several publications and articles 
on urban studies, cultural practices, the 
European Union, film, theater, and Austrian 
culture.
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as a historiographical trope jibe, or not, with Latour’s or Bourdieu’s various conceptions of complexity modeling as a horizon for understanding cultural change?2 
Finally, though the book makes an argument for Austrian exceptionalism, comparisons with other empires’ sciences crop up only sporadically, leaving us thirsting 
for a full-scale accounting of Austrian science’s specific differences.

Questions like these are a measure of the book’s scope and originality. In breaking new historiographical ground, Climate in Motion is already inspiring 
conversations among historians of the sciences of comparable land-based empires, like Russia or the Ottoman Empire. Furthermore, as Coen revealed in her 
talk, the larger project to which the book belongs grounds the future of climate science history in a persuasive, transdisciplinary eclecticism. Shuttling tirelessly 
across sites of cultural production about climate, the book models a response to what Coen declared the “standard narrative” of climate science history, a 
“connect-the-dots” approach leading to the achievement of scientific consensus about the effects of greenhouse gases. This historiographical approach is doubled 
by a philosophical commitment to epistemic pluralism, a willingness to look for knowledge-making about climate beyond regalian disciplines like physics, and 
indeed beyond the sciences altogether, in literary production and other spaces. On the day of the climate strike, Coen’s “presentism” crystallized as a conviction 
that the cultural loci where understanding of climate change is acknowledged as arising today are in the process of negotiation, just as were the loci of climate 
understanding in Franz Josef ’s empire. 

In the book itself, the most stirring application to the present occurs on the next-to-last page, with a paean to scaling’s multimodal expression. Scaling, Coen 
cautions, is not just a cognitive process, nor even just an aesthetic one, bound up in the challenges of representing multiple scales at once. It’s a social, affective, 
and somatic one as well. “In order to revise our sense of the relationship between the near and the far,” she writes, “we often rely on kinesthesis, on the awareness 
of our own limbs moving through space. Scaling is therefore a somatic learning experience—but it is not performed by individuals in isolation. In order to 
orient ourselves with respect to distant places or past times, we rely on the knowledge of others. This makes scaling a social process as well, one often marked by 
conflict and negotiation. Least obviously, scaling is an affective process. Revising judgements of the relative significance of things in the world means letting go of 
some attachments while forming new ones.” By extension, Climate in Motion suggests that climate understanding belongs to each of us, developed through the 
frameworks by which we struggle to identify the local expression of global events, and understand minute decisions as globally momentous. v

Travis Wilds, University of Minnesota

Endnotes:
1. Georges Canguilhem, La formation du concept de réflexe au XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1955). Canguilhem’s study remains 
untranslated but exerted an important influence on Foucault and other heirs to historical epistemology.

2. See, for instance, Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), particularly 199-204; and Pierre Bourdieu, Manet: A Symbolic 
Revolution, trans. Peter Collier and Margaret Rigaud-Drayton (Medford, MA: Polity Press, 2017), 244-52. 

Climate Science History from page 24

It has been an exciting year for the HABSBURG editorial team. Starting with an editorial team meeting in Vienna in summer 2018, the site has been 
implementing new projects designed to increase the visibility of the field and to provide additional resources for scholars and teachers. We have also 
welcomed three new editors over that period. Robyn Radway (Central European University), Jonathan Singerton (University of Innsbruck), and Yasir 
Yilmaz (Palacky University) joined Marion Romberg (Austrian Academy of Sciences) and Tim Olin (Central College) over the past 18 months.

As was highlighted in the ASN’s spring 2019 edition, we have reestablished the syllabus collection, an old tradition of the HABSBURG network. This 
tradition has been modernized with the addition of an interactive map that allows users to pinpoint regions or time periods that most interest them. We 
are still looking to grow this database and welcome new submissions that cover all of Central Europe from the medieval period forward. In addition, 
network editor Robyn Radway has begun curating a “book list” that collects the newest titles in Habsburg studies released over the course of the year. The 
purpose of this list is to help scholars and institutions keep abreast of recent publications in the field. Members can submit additions to the list directly to 
the editorial team. Book review editors Jonathan Singerton and Yasir Yilmaz will be happy to consider book review requests. Members who are interested 
in reviewing a new title in Habsburg studies may forward their request to the editors.

Alongside building these resources for teachers and scholars, the network is piloting a new method of outreach and engagement. As a trial for the next six 
months, updates will be posted to our new Twitter account (@HabsburgNetwork). We are interested in exploring this new route to provide updates to 
our subscribers. Longtime users of the HABSBURG site will notice a visual change. Thanks to the work of Marion Romberg and designers at H-Net, we 
have a new banner. The banner is underlined by a yellow net symbolizing our more than 1,800 subscribers worldwide and HABSBURG's role in offering 
a common discussion place. The overlying gold band symbolizes the river Danube connecting the Habsburg lands and the timespan which HABSBURG 
covers. Along this band silhouette are placed which refer to the broad geographical, methodological and historical perspectives of the HABSBURG 
network, they include: Maximilian I (1459–1519) as the last knight (“der letzte Ritter”) marking the beginning of HABSBURG’s time focus: 1500-
today; the Mostar Bridge in Bosnia, a rebuilt 16th-century Ottoman bridge, standing for the Ottoman and Balkan ties of Habsburg history; the Imperial, 
Bohemian and Hungarian crowns refering to the political and temporal power of Habsburg rulers; Margaret Theresa of Spain (1651–1673), the Spanish 
Infanta and wife of Leopold I, standing for gender approaches as well as the Spanish-Habsburgs.
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about national labor markets, third about law and order, and last but not 
least, about national values, which can include very traditional family values. 
So it is a whole agenda of various protectionisms, which obviously is quite 
attractive. I think there should be more comparative literature on right-
wing populism, and why it is so successful at the moment in several old and 
many new democracies. 

Above all, right-wing populists create a very bad mood. Not just among 
the so-called liberal elite, but among their own followers. The ill-defined 
goals of the populists—what they really want to do—is very difficult to 
implement. And even if implemented, it has a lot of negative side effects: 
economic, societal, etc. So what’s happening, then, is a constant flow of 
demands, a “politics of fear” (that is the title of an excellent book by my 
Austrian colleague Ruth Wodak), and even of hatred. That even makes the 
right-wing populists' own constituencies more unhappy than they were 
before. So that’s what I find most deplorable about the recent political 
changes.

ASN: You are currently based in the US, as a fellow at NYU’s Remarque 
Institute. There are six other fellows at the institute, as well as fellows 
from the Ecole normale supérieure. This environment must be extremely 
intellectually stimulating. Can you tell us more about your work at NYU?

Ther: In the first semester, I taught a graduate seminar, and that was fun to 
teach. I liked the students, and NYU, like many universities in this country, 
is excellent. Now I am on sabbatical, which is always great. There are great 
colleagues at the Remarque Institute, and the director himself, Larry Wolff, 
is a wonderful intellectual and inspiring person. So I am having a great 
time and I feel very privileged. But I also feel very privileged to get around 
the United States and see the Midwest and give a lecture tonight at your 
university.  v

Interview with Ther from page 8
the monument to Károlyi that used to stand near Parliament; instead there 
is now a monolithic memorial to István Tisza, the wartime prime minister 
assassinated in the revolution—and there were flowers there, including a 
wreath from Viktor Orbán, most likely placed on the anniversary of Tisza’s 
death. A grandiose new museum funded by Orbán’s government, with the 
permanent exhibit “Új világ született, 1914-1922 [A New World Born, 
1914-1922],” made clear the official understanding: the war was a tragedy 
that Hungary played no role in bringing about, revolution was pointless, the 
White Terror killed as many as the Red Terror (400 people each), and the 
happy end was Miklós Horthy.

Conclusions
The historian Tibor Hajdu suggests that four kinds of revolution swept 
central Europe in 1918: pacifist, nationalist, socialist, and agrarian, with 
the first two proving most widely successful. This may help explain why 
Czechs, Poles, and Slovaks found most to celebrate in 2018; the national 
states created in 1918 are entities with which they can still identify with 
some pride. The misfortunes of Austria’s First Republic may explain why 
Austrians were less likely to wave their flags on the anniversary, while the 
current regime in Hungary has embraced the Trianon complex that sees the 
state born in 1918 as incomplete.

We might add “democratic revolution” to Hajdu’s list, and doing so could 
help explain why critical reflection was most prominent in Austria, 
Slovakia, and the Czech Republic. Critical reflection is a necessary feature of 
democracy, and of the five countries here surveyed, these three are currently 
the most democratic. In Hungary, by contrast, we see denial—a refusal to 
confront Hungarians’ own responsibility for historical misfortunes—and 
with the destruction of monuments we see censorship of public space. 
Though critical reflection could be found in Poland, the fact that Warsaw’s 
Royal Palace Museum was compelled to revise its centennial exhibit to 
enhance the Kaczyński brothers’ role illustrates the power of denial there 
as well. v

Centennials of the 1918 Revolutions  from page 18

“Days of Decision,” part of a small outdoor exhibit on Heroes’ Square in Vienna.

life. Marie-Lou Sellem stood out as she imbued Marja Lwowna, a physician 
and single mother, with strength and vulnerability paired with a heightened 
awareness of social realities. Gerti Drassl, known to Austrian audiences as 
a protagonist in the TV series Vorstadtweiber, brought the requisite strong 
stage presence to Kalerija and the recital of her poem to the assembled 
guests. Mira Partecke ably conveys Olga Aleksejewna’s worries—and 
complaints—about her children, a discourse that sounds strangely familiar 
in our age. As Warwara’s shady attorney husband, Primož Pirnat drew the 
portrait of a man who has worked his way from the bottom up and might 
be forgiven for enjoying his modest wealth embodied in the dacha and his 
overindulgence in alcohol to forget his worries. While the once celebrated 
author Schalimow disappoints Warwara through his lack of inspiring 
ideas, Thomas Dannemann’s portrayal highlights his relatable dilemma. He 
frankly confesses that he does not understand and has lost his audience, and 
his despair resonates with anyone who has experienced professional decline 
or some form of writer’s block. A suicide at the end of the play, Warwara’s 
departure and much of the dialogue make clear Gorki’s urgent call for social 
change and decisive action. Yet his play is not merely a manifesto but explores 
a spectrum of human experience. This certainly contributed to the play’s 
place in the canon, and the Salzburg production underlines this quality.

Even so (or perhaps because) Gorki’s characters are not one-dimensional 
monsters, his message hits home, particularly in view of its historic context 
and the issues cited above. It is no stretch to conclude that the Russian middle 
class’ failure to bring about social change made possible a violent revolution, 
triggering events that led to unmeasurable suffering. What will happen if 
we do not heed the warnings of ecological disaster and appeals for action 
expressed by Austria’s president and inaugural speaker Peter Sellars? v

Salzfest from page 21
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ASN: What lessons can socialist urban planning teach us for today’s cities? 

Kulić: What we may learn today is ultimately about the question of planning, 
which in a way is at the core of the question of communism. Planning, specifically 
planning, was the answer to the problem of the unpredictability of the capitalist 
market, which is prone to crises and collapses. Planning was supposed to 
rectify that. Only after four decades of persistent deregulation under narrow 
universal neoliberal regimes, are we starting to wake up from this dream of 
self-organizing societies, where the invisible hand of the market will bolster the 
good and eliminate the bad. I think that there is a broader understanding that 
we can’t let ourselves be run by these blind mechanisms, which in the end are 
never really blind—they always work towards someone’s benefit. Somehow, in 
some ways, the larger the scale is, the more obvious it becomes. 

In socialist Yugoslavia, the coast of the Adriatic was planned through various 
networks of international exchange of expertise under the auspices of the 
United Nations in a way that was supposed to prevent the overbuilding and 
overcrowding that was happening in other parts of the Mediterranean, like in 
the French Riviera or Spain, where unregulated development destroyed the 
natural environment, destroying the chief reason why people actually went 
there for vacations. For a good twenty years, from 1965, when this project was 
instituted in Yugoslavia, until the early 1990s, there were plans that were to a 
great degree respected and that developed the coast in a way which allowed the 
survival of architectural heritage—traditional cities were preserved, the natural 
environment was preserved, and mass tourism infrastructure occurred in a way 
that respected the environment. 

In a way it was really a success story and it’s something that is very pressing that 
we can learn from. Now, in the past twenty years in particular, we see those 
values being gradually eroded and, in some places, actually being destroyed. If 
you go now to the Adriatic coast in Montenegro, it is completely unregulated 
and filled with high-rises and buildings that are literally on top of each other, 
competing for views and space. The level of planning and coordination that 
once existed is gone, to the actual detriment of the tourism industry itself. 

ASN: You have, Vladimir, recently co-curated a very well-received MoMA 
exhibit on Yugoslav modernism between 1948 and 1989, which was the first 
exhibit on this topic in the US. Most people in the former Yugoslav republics 
are, however, skeptical about the value of Yugoslav modernism. They live in 
those buildings, and see them every day, but they often don’t care about their 
value. I think one of your goals—correct me if I’m wrong—was to bring this to 
the front stage and maybe change people’s perception of Yugoslav modernism. 
Did it change something? 

Kulić: That is a great question. I think we all, the entire team composed of 
twenty people, had this hope that something would change. In the end, the 
reception we received was mixed. From some, there was absolute enthusiasm. 
From others, there was total silence; some largely right-wing governments 
across the entire region went completely mum, never said a word. However, I 
do think that the exhibition did a lot in terms of encouraging grassroots efforts 
as it gave them visibility. Colleagues in Macedonia, for example, who worked 
on the exhibition with us, have been doing this “guerilla preservation,” so to 
speak, in the absence of actual institutions doing that work. They have been 
collecting archival material about these incredible modernist buildings. In 
Bosnia, as another example, as we speak, there are ongoing grassroots efforts to 
preserve the big Skenderija hall, which is this proto-mixed use sport/cultural/
commercial center—a work of really important architecture. I do think the 
exhibition encouraged and gave a certain sense of self-confidence. On the other 
hand, there is still ongoing destruction happening, or neglect. The momentum 
is, however, not any longer just on the side that is willing to destroy or neglect.  

ASN: You all have been trained as architects, and then moved toward the field 

of architectural history. Could you say a little about the questions that really 
drive you now, and what issues you consider important for your field today? 

Špačková: I think for me the issue is to teach about not destroying the past, 
but instead to somehow build continuity, because what I think was wrong with 
communist architecture was the idea of building new, and leaving the old stuff 
to rot away. This is important to change. We are not growing in the way in 
which communists predicted. We are not creating designs for a growing society. 
We are creating designs for an aging society that needs a higher quality of living. 
I believe that we need to build on the foundations we have. We can’t destroy 
these foundations; this is my mission, I think.

Zarecor: For me, the relevance of the socialist city at the moment, and Vladimir 
said a little about this, has to do with politics. Suddenly we are in a moment in 
which people are interested in socialism again. The things that people are most 
interested in are the provisions for people’s quality of life, to take care of people. 
The part of socialism that was more problematic, and the part of socialism that 
really matters a lot when we think about the future, is the economic side of 
things. In the US the conversation is not realistic about the economics of what 
it means to live in a socialist society, in which the collective good is privileged 
over the individual good. For me, the relevance of studying the socialist city is to 
think about urban spaces, and all kinds of spaces, that were made in a context in 
which the public good was valued in a way that it is not valued in contemporary 
American or Western or capitalist society, whatever label you want to use. I 
think there is a real urgency to use architecture, urbanism, and history to reflect 
on this. It is easy to want to take better care of people, but there is a structural 
question for me within society about what the compromises are that people are 
willing to make to enable the rest of it. 

To the professional question, for me right now the urgent thing is to understand 
architecture’s role moving forward, beyond its contribution to making money 
for real estate developers. As a profession, we are training students to be 
professional architects. We don’t necessarily do a good job of questioning 
the linear path out of school and into a corporate environment in which the 
work itself is enabling some of the inequity and is counter to social justice and 
counter to environmental justice issues because architecture is very complicit 
in all the climate problems we have. For me, the urgent question is: How do 
I use all the things I know, in my professional and intellectual capacity, to 
help students be more critical and stand outside of what seems like an easy 
professional path, to figure out how architecture can work for the greater good? 
No matter what, architecture is always a service profession—you are always 
working for someone with money; you aren’t the one with money, pretty much 
in every case. So, how do we make a profession that holds the people with more 
money accountable to the public and to the collective? We basically gave up on 
that as a profession in 1968.

ASN: Why 1968?

Zarecor: Within architecture there was a real shift after Paris, New York, and 
Prague, in 1968. For example, in New York, the 1968 protests, which were in the 
same movement as the Prague Spring, originated from the architecture school. 
At that moment, there was an activist strain, at least in the capitalist context, of 
people asking, “Does architecture still have a social project?” because the avant-
garde came out of this desire to help people and improve people’s lives. After 
1968, there was a real movement in the whole profession towards working with 
real estate developers, working in a corporate context, and loving architecture 
for its beauty and formal capacity, not trying to solve social problems through 
the practice of architecture.  

Kulić: I want to follow up on what Kimberly said. What she mentioned was 
what happened post-1968, the rise of what we know as postmodernism, which 
neglected architecture’s social project and focused narrowly on the aesthetics. 
Now, we currently see the backlash against that. With this increasing criticism 

Habsburg Urbanism from page 10

continued on page 35
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of the postmodern critique we all read in 
graduate school, fundamentally narrative 
and linear in structure. What an app allows 
you to do is to “choose your own adventure.” 
This presents an amazing opportunity 
for exploring urban space—particularly 
in a contested city. Instead of telling one 
story, you can invite users to choose from a 
number of possible ways of moving through 
the city, from the highly curated to the less 
curated. They can go on a themed walk, or 
go to a designated vista-point with a broad 
panorama. They can also choose markers by 

category (industrial, residential, etc.) or time period, see all markers created by a particular historian, or search for a keyword. The least curated option is to 
wander through the city using the augmented reality mode, and see what markers you encounter.

We are asking: What happens when the encounter with knowledge is embodied in space? Then, what happens when you enable people to build their own 
narrative? These questions are especially interesting in a city like Rijeka, where there have been competing narratives since the end of the Second World 
War. Is the city Hungarian, Italian, Yugoslav, or Croatian? Is the city defined by d’Annunzio, or the 3rd of May shipyard, associated with the socialist period 
in spite of its origins in the Habsburg era? Is it a city by the sea or an industrial hub? On the most basic level, the app user is confronted with the palimpsest 
layering of the city. When standing in front of the Habsburg Governor’s Palace, they will learn it was D’Annunzio’s headquarters during the siege of Fiume 
in 1920, before becoming the Maritime Museum after the Communist takeover.

Beyond the epistemological questions, the process of developing the app in itself is challenging and satisfying. This is by necessity a team effort, combining 
the skills of the historian, the programmer, the graphic designer, and the communications planner. You need to imagine the app structure by building a story-
board that walks you through all the different potential scenarios. How do you move back and forth? How do you provide as much flexibility as possible 
while privileging simplicity? You also need to design an interface that is both attractive and intuitive. The programmer takes care of the “back end”—a world 
that remains mysterious to me. Once the app is designed, it needs to be tested for functionality, and then you need to market it effectively to your potential 
audience.  

Projects like this are important because they connect with the public. We are at a historic moment. Universities—and particularly the humanities—are 
increasingly perceived as irrelevant to the preoccupations of the majority of the public. At the same time, there is a growing awareness of the importance of 
the humanities in helping us to frame critical global problems, such as climate change, inequality, and the transformation of democratic practices by social 
media. Humanists, historians included, need to make engaging with publics a part of their core mission. And while giving interviews to news media is great, 
we can also draw on our own epistemologies to become innovators in developing new vehicles to reach out to people. If you are curious about these issues, 
the inaugural conference of the Public Humanities Hub at UBC Okanagan ( July 8-11, 2020), held in collaboration with the Western Humanities Alliance, 
will bring together scholars who are pushing the boundaries of public engagement. For more details, visit our website: https://public-humanities.ok.ubc.ca/

In addition to participating in these endeavours, I continue to be an archive rat at heart—not content to be a project's Principal Investigator, I am also 
carrying out my own historical research as a member of the historians' team. While it addresses the core research question at the heart of “Rijeka in Flux”—
how did the relocation of the Italy-Yugoslav border and the change in sovereignty transform Rijeka?—it also engages with other questions about Yugoslavia’s 
efforts to forge global connections. I am interested in Rijeka’s rise as Yugoslavia’s main port, and particularly the activities of the Jugolinija shipping company, 
which connected Rijeka, and Yugoslavia, to the world. How did the firm succeed in operating at the intersection of socialism and global capitalism? And 
what role did Jugolinija play in driving the flow of goods, capital, people, and ideas through the city? The history of this shipping company contributes to the 
growing understanding of Yugoslavia as embedded in diverse transnational networks. By investigating the relationship between the global and the local, the 
Jugolinija case study and “Rijeka in Flux” as a whole aim to help us rethink the history of Yugoslavia, replacing the framework of exceptionalism with one of 
connectedness. v 

of the “starchitect” system, the typically heroic white males that we celebrate as geniuses that produce buildings that are supposed to somehow single-handedly 
revive entire cities, like Frank Gehry, etc. We are experiencing the negative aftereffects of that, but we are not quite yet conscious of the positive values that 
architecture can actually bring. 

We’re still not embracing what the actual possibilities are for architecture to contribute positively to society. Architects have historically had this kind of superiority 
complex where they imagine they can transform an entire society with the stroke of a pen, which is impossible but was also incredibly detrimental to themselves; 
it opened them to the wider criticisms of society because they took on the responsibility for other people’s failure. In that sense, I think that architecture does need 
to re-embrace that social role, but with an awareness of the limitations that it actually has. 

Ultimately the production of the physical environment is not dependent on one profession. Architectural planning is just one of the cogs of a much larger 
mechanism. In that sense, I think it’s incredibly important to shift the practice of architecture as well as architecture history from this fixation on aesthetics to an 
understanding of broader mechanisms in which architecture is embedded. It is equally important for an architect to understand how two pieces of wood are put 
together and how a window fits within a wall as it is to understand the profession’s position within the larger social system. Real innovation might actually happen 
by being inventive in precisely these roles in which new practices might be invented and new kinds of alliances may be formed with potentially more progressive 
forces. v
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